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FOREWORD

The Eighth Annual Meeting of the IAEA International Working
Group on Past Reactors was held at the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna, Austria,
from 15 to 18 April 1975.

The Summary Report (Part I) contains the Minutes of the Meeting.

The Summary Report (Part II) contains the papers which review the
national programmes in the field of LMPBR's and other presentations at the
Meeting.

The Summary Report (Part III) contains the discussions on the
review of the national programmes.
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Summary Report (Part I)

1. Introduction

The Eighth Annual Meeting of the IWGFR was held, in accordance with

the recommendation of the previous AGM, at the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna

from 15 to 18 April 1975. The Meeting was attended by the Member States

of the Group: Prance, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, the

United Kingdom., the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United

States of America, as well as a representative from CEC.

The Meeting was opened by Mr. A.J. Polliart, Director, Division of

Huclear Power and Reactors.

The List of Participants is attached to the Summary Report (Appendix 1),

and "Bhe Meeting was presided over by Dr. R.D. Smith, UKAEA.

The Agenda of the Meeting is given in Appendix 2 and the items were

discussed in turn; recommendations were made to the IAEA where appropriate.

2. Approval of the Minutes of the Seventh Meeting (item la)

The Chairman suggested the approval of the Minutes of the Seventh

Annual TWGFR Meeting. It was so agreed. The U.S. representative pointed out that

all the actions described in the Minutes had not been completed.

3. Report by the Scientific Secretary (item lb)

The Scientific Secretary reviewed the activities of the Group for the

period from March 1974 to April 1975. (Appendix 3)

4. Comments on National Programmes (item 2)

These will be issued as Parts II and III of the Summary Report.

5. European Nuclear Conference, Paris, France, 21-25 April 1975
(Item 3a)

At the 7th AGM the IWGFR gave some thought to the agenda and papers

for the First European Conference and recommended:

fi) The number of fast reactor parallel sessions be reduced so

as to allow one or two full plenary sessions to be devoted

entirely to fast reactors1 papers and discussions:

(ii) Stress to be laid on the need for fast reactors, taking

into account energy and the available uranium resources.

Consideration of the programmes for the introduction of

fast reactors into electricity generating networks should

be included;

(iii) If the organizing committee desires, a sub-group formed

from members of the IWGFR could advise the paper selection

committee.

All these recommendations have been very helpful and have been taken

into account by the organizing committee of the conference.

The representatives of the UK and the FRG (nominated by Drs. Smith

and Engelmann respectively) and Mr. Vautrey took part in the paper selection

committee of the conference and in the committee organizing the special

evening panel on fast reactors.

6. IAEA Symposium on Fast Power Reactors (item 3b)

This Symposium was proposed at the last meeting of the IWGFR.

A tentative schedule of the symposium was prepared by Italian experts

and distributed by Professor Pierantoni among the IWGFR members for their

comments in March 1975 (Appendix 4).

The tentative schedule of the symposium was discussed by the IWGFR

members and it was recommended that further changes would be made by the

host country in accordance with the IWGFR members' comments. Recommendations

to strengthen the agenda were presented to the membership via a letter dated

10 April 1975 from the U.S. Representative. Members supported most of the

points made in this letter. Attempts should be made to keep the overall

time of the conference as short as possible, for example by using the

rapporteur system or inviting review papers for the general sessions. In

particular the last session on the role of fast reactors in improving uranium

utilization could be covered by an invited paper at the start of the conference.

An amended agenda of the Symposium on the Design, Construction and

Operating Experience of Demonstration Fast Power Reactors will be distributed

for further comments and the final version of the agenda will be adopted at

the 9th AGM.



It was recommended that the 'Symposium should be held in Bologna, Italy,

in April- May. 1977.

7» IAEA Panel on Reprocessing of Spent Fuel Elements for LMFBRs (item 3c)

The draft outline of the panel agreed at the 7th Annual Group

Meexing was explained by Mr. Pitts of the Nuclear Materials

and Fuel Cycle Section of the IAEA Division of Nuclear Power and Reactors.

(a) The IWGFR agreed to the proposal that an advisory group

meeting on Fuel Reprocessing and Recycling Techniques should

be held in 1976 before the 9th AGM. This meeting will last

4 - 5 days and experts with a broad knowledge of the problems

on reprocessing of LMFBR fuel elements will be invited from

7 or 8 countries. The draft outline of the advisory group meeting

on Fuel Reprocessing and Recycling Techniques is given in Appendix 5.

(b) The proposals of this advisory group will be discussed at the

9th AGM and further recommendations will be given on the scope

of further activities.

(c) The last item of the provisional agenda covered transport of

irradiated fuel elements. The Chairman, supported by

Dr. Engelmann, thought that this would require different experts

from those concerned with reprocessing details. Dr. Krasnojarov

stated that it was important to include transport problems,

since these would reflect on reprocessing problems. The

agreed solution to this problem was to retain a general

treatment of transport problems on the agenda but not to

include detailed considerations of the design of transport

flasks.

8. Suggestions of the IWGFR Members on other Conferences (item 3d)

No additional conferences within the framework of the IWGFR were

proposed at the 8th AGM.

9* IAEA Meetings which can be of interest to the IWGFR Members (item 3e)

Lists of the meetings are given in Appendices 6 and 7. The

justifications of some are combined in Appendix 8.

10. Co-ordination of the Schedule for the ma.jor Fast Reactor Meetings

and other major International Meetings having predominant Fast

Reactor Interest (item 3f)

A list of meetings on atomic energy (non-sponsored by the IAEA) which

could be of interest to the IWGFR members is given in Appendix 9«

(a) ANS Meeting on Safety and Physics of LMFBRs

The US representative has informed the Working Group, in

his letter to members of the IWGFR distributed on 29 November

1974, of an ANS topical meeting to be held in October 1976 in

the city of Chicago, Illinois. Its agenda will be on the

"Safety and Physics of Liquid Metal-Cooled Fast Breeder

Reactors."

The members considered the contents of this meeting and

concluded that in view of the recent meeting on these

subjects held in Los Angeles, California, it would not be

prudent to have another international conference so soon

thereafter. Therefore, the members agreed that the IWGFR

should not endorse this meeting as an international

conference. The next step will be for the Scientific

Secretary to send the conclusion in a letter to the

U.S. Representative.

(b) Joint Meeting of the ANS and the American Institute of

Metallurgical Engineers on Liquid Metal Technology

The US Representative has informed the Working Group, in

his letter of 6 January 1975» of a meeting being organized

by the ANS and co-sponsored by the American Institute of

Metallurgical Engineers with major emphasis being on liquid

metal technology as related to liquid metal cooled fast

breeder reactors. It will be held in Champion, Pennsylvania,

during the period 3 - 6 May 1976.

The IWGFR members reviewed the proposed agenda of this

meeting and concluded that it should be endorsed as an

International Conference. It was noted that the last

meeting on this important subject was held in Monaco in

1970. It was also recommended that the agenda should be

more sharply focussed on reactor applications. The
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Scientific Secretary will write to the U.S. Representative

giving these conclusions.

(c) ASME/AHS International Conference on Advanced Nuclear

Energy Systems, Pittsburg, Pa, USA,. 13-16 March 1976

The IWGFR members reviewed the general plans and extensive

agenda of this proposed international conference on "Advanced

Nuclear Energy Systems." This meeting had not been trans-

mitted to the IWGFR for revitiw, but the French Representative

had received copies of the general plans and agenda and

called them to the attention of the membership. Based upon

a review of the available documentation, the members

concluded that this meeting should not receive official IWGFR

support in view of its proximity to the 1974 BHES Conference

and the IWGFR-approved International Conference on Fast

Breeders to be held in Italy in 19771 Member countries

are not expected to make major contributions to the conference

or to the agenda suggested.

11. IWGFR SM on the Reliability of Decay Heat Removal Systems for

Fast Reactors (item 4a)

A tentative agenda for this meeting was distributed by Dr. Smith with

his letter of 17 May 1974.

The IAEA has accepted the invitation of the UK Mission in Vienna to

hold the meeting in Harwell, UK, from 28 April to 1 May 1975«

A preliminary notice of the scope and intention of the meeting,

prepared by the UK specialists, taking into account all IWGFR members'

comments on the first proposals, was distributed during December 1974«

12. IWGFR : SM on Fuel Failure Mechanisms (item 4b)

A tentative agenda for this meeting was distributed by Dr. Wensch with

his letter of 18 September 1974.

The IAEA has accepted the invitation of the US Mission in Vienna to

hold the Meeting at the Battelle-Seattle Research Center in Seattle,

Washington, 12 - 16 May 1975.

A preliminary programme d'f the meeting, 'prepared by US experts, was

distributed in March 1975« The general arrangements of the meeting were

described by the U.S. Representative and were acceptable to the IWGFR. It

was noted that replies concerning participation by Italy and the USSR had

not been received as of 10 April 1976. The Italian Representative pointed out

that his country faced some difficulties in being represented because of the re-

organization which is going on in the nuclear field, and he will try to send at

least one representative to the meeting. The Soviet representative indicated

that the names of two experts would be transmitted shortly.

13. IWGFR SM on Fission and Corrosion Product Behaviour in Primary

Circuits of UMFBRB (item 4c)

The IAEA has accepted the invitation of the USSR Mission in Vienna

to hold the meeting in Dimitrovgrad, USSR, in 1975.

A tentative agenda for this meeting was distributed at the 8th AGM.

In accordance with the USA request the meeting has been deferred, and will

be held from 8 to 11 September 1975»

It was retjuested that comments on the tentative agenda be sent to

Dr. Krasnojarov by 1 June 1975* It was recommended to restrict the

number of participants from each country as is the custom for specialists'

meetings.

14. IWGFR SM on Cayitation in Sodium and Studies of Analogy with

Water as Compared to Sodium (item 4d)

This meeting was originally planned by the 7th AGM to be held in Cadarache,

France, in September 1975*

Mr. L. Vautrey has proposed -that the meeting be postponed until

spring 1976. He will circulate among the Group members, with a copy to

the Scientific Secretary, a provisional agenda for the meeting and he

will initiate the official preparation for the meeting.

It was agreed to hold the meeting in April 1976.

15. Suggestions of the IWGFR Members on other Meetings and their

Justifications (item 4e)

A list of proposed topics for specialists' meetings by the IWGFR

members is given in Appendix 10. Their justifications can be found in

Appendix 11.

As a result of the discussion on the list of topics for specialists'

meetings as given in Appendix 6, it was recommended that the IAEA should

organize the following meetings:
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(i) In-Service Inspection and Monitoring

The FRG Representative offered to hold this Specialists'

Meeting in Bensberg, FEG, in March 1976.

(ii) High Temperature Structural Design Technology

This meeting will be held in USA in May 1976 and be so

scheduled as to be adjacent to the International

Conference on Liquid Metal Technology.

(iii) Aerosol Formation, Vapor Deposits and Sodium Vapor Trapping

This meeting could be held in Prance in September 1976.

However members were invited to suggest alternative proposals

if they so wished.

(iv) It was agreed to consider the following topics with priority

at the 9th AGM:

(a) Leak Location in Steam Generators

(b) Plow Induced Vibrations in LMFBR Designs.

(v) Fast Reactor Instrumentation in the framework of the IWG-

NPPCI of the IAEA

The IWGFR strongly supports the organization of this Specialists'

Meeting which it was suggested might be held in the UK in

January 1976. It recommended the inclusion into the agenda of

the meeting of the following topics:

(a) In-Core Instrumentation and Data Handling

(b) Instrumentation for detection of local accidents in

Fast Reactor Cores

and possibly

(c) Fuel Failure Detection and Location

(d) Sodium to Gas Leak Detection

There was discussion of the size and value of the meeting

and it was agreed it should be held as a HPPCI Specialists'

Meeting with about 40-50 delegates and not as an IWGFR Specialists'

Meeting. Dr. Smith said he would have to see if the UK could

still host this much larger meeting.

The IWGFR offered any assistance possible, particularly in

drawing up the agenda.

16. Modes of Fuel Failure (item 5a)

In January 1975 Dr. Bngelmann distributed a report "Evaluation of

Six Papers from Prance, FRG, Italy, Japan, UK, USA, on 'The Heed for

Few Safety Testing Facilities to Study Fuel Failure under Loss of Plow

and Transient Overpower Conditions' prepared in the framework of the IWGFR

activity on this item, 'rhis document was discussed at the 8th AGM.

The IWGFR members agreed that the document is very valuable in

defining the existing testing facilities and programmes and in pointing

out the possible future needs. In the USA a large Safety Testing

Facility is now under discussion. Dr. Wensch will transmit the design

data of this facility to the IWGFR for members' information and, comments as soon

as they are available.

The IWGFR action on "Modes of Fuel Failure" was considered as completed.

The importance of such activities in the framework of the IWGFR was

recognized for preparing reviews, suggestions and recommendations on

questions relating to LMFBRs, and for obtaining the services of experts

from the member countries to prepare joint documents. It was agreed that

this document should be included as Appendix 12 into the Minutes of the

8th AOMi

17. Fuel Failure Mechanisms (item 5^)

Dr. Wensch reported on progress with the collection of fuel failure

data suggested at the last AGM. His proposals had been circulated in

August. Dr. Smith had replied suggesting some counter-proposals and

inviting comments on these modified suggestions: no comments had yet

been made by members. Dr. Krasnojarov said that he was prepared to

participate along the lines suggested by Dr. Smith, and Dr. Tomabechi

also agreed. Mr. Vautrey proposed to contribute a report on a fuel

failure incident in Rapsodie, in which fuel failure propagation might

have occurred. This report will be sent as soon as the English trans-

lation is completed. After further discussion the Chairman said it

appeared that there were two main difficulties in the way of a rapid

fulfillment of this action. Firstly, members felt that the amount

of detail being requested was excessive and would take too long to

prepare, and, secondly, that since much of the information was considered

to be commercially valuable, members were concerned to see that the

exchange was an equitable one. Following up a suggestion of
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Dr. Engelmann it was finally agreed that advantage should be taken of

the presence of experts at the forthcoming specialists' meeting at

Seattle to see if a way of making progress could be found. IWGFR

members were asked to brief their delegates to this conference and ask

them to discuss the matter informally and report back to the IWGFR

members. The members should then write to the Secretary suggesting

positive ways of making progress with this problem. Dr. Tomabechi

agreed with this proposal but said'that since he would not be returning

to Japan for some time he might not be able to brief the Japanese

specialist at Seattle. But he would consider any suggestion that

arose from the discussions.

18. Facility Profiles (item 5c)

It was agreed that the exchange of information on this activity

should be completed in 1975. The information should be sent to the

IAEA, with copies to the IWGFR members, in a form suitable for reproduction.

It was now recommended that the Facility Profiles be published by IAEA.

It was considered important to publish the first version as soon as

possible, even if it was incomplete and not fully in its final form.

The Scientific Secretary will send a letter to the IWGFR members

specifying the format and quality of the contributions required in order

to ease the editing work of IAEA.

19. Fast Reactor Profiles (item 5d)

An example of Fast Reactor Profiles was distributed at the 8th AGM,

and after discussion of the nature and extent of the parameters proposed

in this document the IWGFR members came to an agreement about the

parameters to be included in Fast Reactor Profiles.

It was decided to include in the Fast Reactor Profiles three tables:

Table 1 should only contain data on existing or firmly decided prototype

or demonstration reactors; Table 2 should list the data on planned

reactors such as CFR, SNR 2 and the U.S. commercial siae LMFBR according

to the present status of design; and Table 3 should list data on

experimental fast reactors such as BOR 60, DFR, Rapsodie Fortissimo,

EBR II, JOYO and KNK II.

The missing information should be sent to the Scientific Secretary

by 1 June 1975. Before publication of the Facility Profiles by IAEA the

IWGFR members should revise the parameters in the draft document for

completeness and accuracy and transmit the revised data to the Agency as

soon as possible so that the Agency can publish the document in 1975*

20. IAEA Nuclear Data Programme (item 5e)

It was agreed that the summary by Dr. Schmidt, Head of Nuclear Data

Section, IAEA, should be included in the Minutes of the 8th Annual IWGFR

Meeting (Appendix 13).

21. Principles of Good Practice for Safe Operation of Sodium Circuits
(Item 5f)

A further draft of this document, incorporating as far as possible

the comments of members of the IWGFR, has been prepared by the UK experts

under the title "Sodium Rig Engineering: Safety Philosophy and Code of

Practice."

The draft of this document has been discussed and approved. It was

agreed to issue this document as a document of the IAEA International Working

Group on Fast Reactors, and it was agreed that the document should be

reviewed in two or three years' time to see if any revision was necessary.

22. The Final Outcome of the International Comparison of the different

Hot Spot Factor Calculations (item 5g)

After discussion of this document it was recommended that it should

be issued by the Agency as a document of the IAEA International Working

Group on Fast Reactors and given the same distribution as the Summary

Report of the Specialists' Meeting. No further distribution of the

underlying material is necessary.

23. The R°le of GCFBR Activities in the National Programmes (item 5h)

The IWGFR members expressed the opinion that Gas Cooled Fast Breeder

Reactors (GCFBRs) should be discussed at the AGMs as was done in the past.

Relevant information will be included in the Annual Reviews on National

Programmes on Fast Breeder Reactors. The degree of coverage should

reflect the importance given to the GCFBR programmes relative to the

LMFBR programmes in the various countries.

At this time there are some GCFBR activities of an exploratory nature

pursued in the USA, USSR, '•'RG, UK and France. It was pointed out by

several members that the future of GCFBRs will strongly depend on the

success of the thermal HTR line.
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24. The Scope and Extension of the Data of the IWQFR Summary Report (Part I)
(Item 5i)

The IWGFR mem'bers were requested to express their opinion whether they

wished to have included in the Summary Report (Part I) the lists of IAEA.

Meetings and their justifications which could be of interest to the IWGFR

mem'bers, together with a list of meetings on atomic energy (non-sponsored by

the IAEA).

The IWGFR members recommended that such Appendices to the Summary

Report (Part I) should be retained, because this information is of great

value to them.

25. International Comparison of Calculations for a Large Fast Reactor

Proposal by Dr. Krasno.iarov (item 5j)

In 1969-71 an international comparison of calculations for a typical

large sodium-cooled fast reactor was organized under the auspices of the

International Working Group on Fast Reactors of the International Atomic

Energy Agency. The prime purpose of the comparison was to investigate

the uncertainty in critical mass and breeding gain due to the current

uncertainty in alpha for Pu239.

Taking into account that the nuclear data sets used for fast power

reactor calculations had been changed in some countries to some extent,

and the great importance of international comparison of results of

calculations for a possible correction of the nuclear data set and,

consequently, predictions of large fast power reactor characteristics,

Dr. N.V. Krasnojarov proposed that an international comparison of

calculations for a typical large sodium-cooled fast reactor, using the

Baker specifications, should once more be carried out.

It was agreed that at the present time an appropriate comparison can

be made on the basis of a two-dimensional model, but the work is meaningful

if a proper comparison is made with an analysis of the reasons for the

discrepancies in the calculated results, and this requires a lot of time.

If the Soviet experts are ready to take this work upon themselves

and to formulate the test problem, agreement as to the performance of

these calculations can be reached by correspondence.

26. The Date and Place of the Technical Committee - the 9th Annual

Meeting of the IWGFR

It was recommended that the 9th Annual Meeting of the IWGFR be held

at IAEA Headquarters in Vienna, Austria, from 30 March to 2 April 1976.
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Appendix 3 Review of the IWGFR Activities for the Period
since the Seventh Annual Meeting of the Group

Various activities of the Agency within the framework of the Inter-

national Working Group on Past Reactors have been carried out based on

IWGFR recommendations made at the Seventh or previous annual meetings

(AGM) of the Working Group.

I. Specialists' Meetings

Since the last (Seventh) Annual Group Meeting, two Specialists'

Meetings (SMs) were held, and four SMs are under preparation.

a) The Specialists' Meeting on Handling of the Design for and
Mitigation of Therman Transients in LMFBR Plants

was held in Canoga Park, California, USA,, from 17 to 21 June 1974.

Further efforts, recommended by the meeting, were:

(i) mechanical properites of structural alloys (including the

effects of a sodium environment and methods for accelerating

testing);

(ii) validation of stress analysis methods, effective simplified

methods of analysis for multiaxial stress conditions and methods

for analysis of high—cycle fatigue damage of components exposed

to mixing in reactor outlet plenums, tees and headers, and of

steam-generator tubing operating under DUB conditions.

b) The Specialists' Meeting on Operating Experience and Design Criteria
of Sodium Valves

was held in Richland, Washington, USA, from 23 to 27 September 1974*

The former Scientific Secretary of the IWGFR, Dr. Inyutin, left the

Agency in September, the new one arrived at the Agency in November and

the Agency had no opportunity to offer the Acting Scientific Secretary

for this meeting. I would like to bring to the attention of the IWGFR

members some of the recommendations of the Meeting:

(i) Some sort of international test standards should be formulated

so that suppliers and users alike could work to some uniform

set of valve qualification requirements;

(ii) The maximum allowable leakage requirements be reviewed to

ascertain whether LMFBR plants can tolerate more liberal limits;

(iii) Distortion of valve bodies due to welding has required the use

of special fixtures during welding;

(iv) Heat treatment of rough forgings, partially machined assemblies,

and nearly completed assemblies was mentioned as an area in which

considerable care must be taken to prevent possible sensitization

austenitic stainless steel parts.

c) The Specialists' Meeting on the Reliability of Decay Heat Removal
Systems for Fast Reactors

is under preparaiion. The IAEA has accepted the invitation of the

UK Mission in Vienna to hold it in Harwell, UK, from 28 April to

1 May 1975.

d) The Specialists' Meeting on Fuel Failure Mechanisms

is under preparation. The IAEA has accepted the invitation of the

USA Mission in Vienna to hold it in Seattle, Washington, USA, from

12 to 16 May 1975.

e) The Specialists' Meeting on Fission and Corrosion Product Behaviour
in Primary Circuits of LMFBRs

is under preparation. The IAEA has accepted the invitation of the

USSR Mission in Vienna to hold it in Dimitrovgrad, USSR, in 1975*

At the 7th AGM it was recommended to hold it in June 1975» "but after

receiving the USA request to defer this meeting to August or September

1975 so that the US expert could take part in it, the Scientific

Secretary of the IWGFR sent a letter to the State Committee on the

Utilization of Atomic Energy of the USSR asking the Soviet authorities

to take into account the USA request.

f) The Specialists' Meeting on Cavitation in Sodium and Studies of
Analogy with Hater as compared to Sodium

could be held in Cadarache, France, from 1 - 5 September 1975« But

because some results on an experimental rig at Cadarache will be

obtained during the first months of 1976, Mr. Vautrey has suggested

that this meeting be postponed until that time. The Agency hopes

that this proposal will be discussed at the 8th AGM and that the

date for holding this meetingwill be fixed.
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II. IAEA. Study Group

The IAEA Study Group on Steam Generators for LMPBRs was held in

Bensberg, Federal Republic of Germany, from 14 - 17 October 1974. The

results of this meeting led to the following recommendations:

The Bensberg meeting was very useful and worthwhile in reviewing

the field on LMFBR steam generators, but it would be especially

desirable to hold a Specialists' Meeting on more narrow problem

areas in this field, such as

(i) Maintenance and repair of steam generators for LMFBRs;

(ii) Materials for steam generators for LMPBRs;

(iii) Operating procedures and control of steam generators.

IH.Publi cations

1. With regard to the Summary Reports of the Specialists' Meetings, the

following were reproduced and distributed by the Agency among the IWGFR

members and the participants of the corresponding meetings:

a) The Summary Report of the IAEA Panel on Principles of Hot Channel

Factor Calculations (distributed in October 1974);

b) The Summary Report of the SM on Operating Experience and Design

Criteria of Sodium Valves (distributed in March 1975);

c) The Summary Report of the SM on Handling of the Design for and

Mitigation of Thermal Transients in LMFBR Plants is now under

preparation for reproduction.

2. The Summary Report of the Seventh Annual IWGPR Group Meeting consisted

of three parts:

Part

Part

Part

I

II

III

- the Minutes of the Meeting (distributed in July 1974)

- reviews of national programmes (distributed in September 1974)

- discussions of the national programmes (distributed in

January 1975).

IV. Principles of Good Practice for Safe Operation of Sodium Circuits

A further draft of this document, incorporating as far as possible

the comments of members of the IWGPR, has bee*1 prepared by the UK

experts under the title "Sodium Rig Engineering: Safety Philosophy and

Code of Practice."

This draft will be discussed at the 8th AGM and a decision should

be made on possible further actions.

V. The Final Outcome of the International Comparison of the different
Hot Spot factor calculations

The IAEA Panel on Principles of Hot Channel Factor Calculations (1973)

recommended that an international comparison of the different procedures

used for the calculation of hot spot factors be undertaken.

Dr. Doetschmann (Karlsruhe Nuclear Centre) presented a test sample as a

basis for the first stage of such an intercomparison. This stage could

be followed by a second one in which the calculation procedures for the

sub-sectors would be examined.

Dr. Hofmann agreed to write the short summary of the main results

of the different hot spot factor calculations leaving the detailed analysis

to the participants of the Panel. This document will be discussed at the

8th AGM and a decision should be made on possible further actions

VI.Modes of Fuel Failure

In spring 1973 the International Working Group on PaEt Reactors

invited member countries to express their views on the importance of fast

reactor safety experiments and asked them to give an assessment of the'

current and future needs for additional safety testing facilities. After

submission of papers by nominated correspondents the IWGFR requested the

West German delegation to prepare an evaluation of the different views and

statements given in these papers. In January 1975 Dr. Engelmann

distributed a report "Evaluation of six papers from Prance, PRG, Italy,

Japan, UK, USA on "The Need for New Safety Testing Facilities to Study Fuel-
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Failure under Loss-of-Flow and Transient Overpower Conditions', which

has been worked out by Dr. Kessler on the basis of contributions from all

nominated correspondents.

At the 8th AGM the report should be discussed and a decision should

be made on possible further actions.

VII. Fuel Failure Mechanisms

At the 7th Annual Group Meeting the US representative offered to

provide the necessary effort to collect the body of data on the question of

fuel failure propagation, to compile and evaluate it and transmit the

findings to the IAEA for publishing as an IAEA report.

In his letter of 15 August 1974, Dr. Wensch presented the proposed

work plan for review, comments and implementation. It was planned to

prepare an assessment of the collected data so as to provide a forum for

extensive in-depth discussions among the experts from each of the IWGFR

participants.

Considering the nature and extent of the data involved in the proposed

analysis some members of the IWGFR pointed out that there might be some

difficulties arising from the evidence of the commercial value of a number

of these data.

Recognizing the importance of a large international collaboration in

the field of safety for fast breeder reactors they proposed some possible

ways of overcoming these difficulties and the extent of participation in

such an activity.

Taking all these aspects into account and the Agency's desire to

clarify the further scope of the IWGFR activities on this question it is

planned to discuss at the 8th AGM an appropriate schedule of the data

involved in a programme to be accepted, a possible way of fulfilling an

accepted programme and to what extent the IWGFR countries are ready to

participate in any programme that might be adopted.

VIII. Fast Reactor Profiles

At the 7th Annual Group Meeting it was suggested that the IAEA should

organize the work for collecting a concise and complete description of each

LMFBR with its operating and design parameters. Dr. Wensch agreed to

furnish the Agency with an example of such parameters and in December 1974

he distributed among all IWGFR members a document of this kind, "Comparison

of Foreign and US LMFBR Plant Parameters", which was prepared in the USA

using information available to the general public.

After receiving revised parameters from the Federal Republic of

Germany and the United Kingdom, some work was done at the Agency to prepare

IiMFBR parameters in SI units, using "Comparison of Foreign and US LMFBR Plant

Parameters" distributed by Dr. Wensch, and taking into account the IWGFR

members' comments and corrected data received by the Agency.

After reproduction this document was distributed among all IWGFR

members. In providing guidance for use in the preparation of Fast Reactor

Profiles it was requested that the IWGFR members would review the parameters

of this document for completeness and accuracy, so that, after the final

form of Fast Reactor Profiles is approved at the 8th AGM, they could revise

adopted parameters for their accuracy and transmit the revised data to the

Agency.

After receiving the "Monju" parameters which Dr. Tomabechi has kindly

transmitted to the Agency we amended this document by including the "Monju"

parameters. It is planned to discuss the nature and extent of parameters of

selected world-wide LMFBRs, regarding the parameters proposed in this

document as basic ones, at the 8th AGM. It is worth discussing at the

8th AGM what kind of additional projects with operating and design parameters

could be added into Fast Reactor Profiles.

IX. Facility Profiles

At the 7th Annual Group Meeting in March 1974 the IWGFR members

considered it worthwhile making efforts for the exchange of information on

the main facilities in respective countries. It was agreed that the

information should be sent to the IAEA with copies to the IWGFR members.

Facility Profiles prepared by the experts of the USA, the Federal

Republic of Germany, Japan and the Commission of the European Communities

have been distributed in accordance with this agreement. It is planned

to discuss at the 8th AGM how the exchange of information on this activity

could be completed.
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Appendix 4 IAEA Symposium on the Design, Construction and
Operating Experience of Demonstration Past
Power Reactors (tentative schedule)

Preliminary comments on the proposed symposium schedule

I t was anticipated that a t o t a l of five days might be requir
ed to cover a l l topics.
Accordingly, the sessions are indexed by days - Monday to
Friday. One afternoon i s l e f t free for possible v i s i t s to
I ta l ian Centers or nuclear p lan ts . Two round - tables could
be held at the end of afternoon sessions.
Chartered t r i p s outside of I t a ly could take place in the week
following the symposium.

Session I I I - Tuesday morning - General session

9.00 - 10.30 - Status report on plants under construction

Pause

11.00-12.30 - Follow-on and discussion

Lunch

Session IV-a) - Tuesday afternoon - Specialist session

14.00-15.30 - General criteria applicable to the design
of LMFBR plants and components

Pause

16.00 - 17.30 - Follow-on and discussion
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Session I - Monday morning .- General session

9.30 - 10.30

11.00 - 12.30

Opening adresses

Pause

Short illustrations of the various national/
multinational fast breeder programs and of
the related scientific and industrial stru£
tures.

Lunch

Session II - Monday afternoon - General session

14.00 - 15.30

16.00 - 17.30

18.00 - 19.00

- Operating experience of plants already on-
line

Coffee pause

- F.ollow-on
Possibly start-up experience of plants
Coming into operation

Discussion

Pause

- Round - table
Topic to be selected

Session-IV-b) - Tuesday afternoon - Specialist session

14.00 - 15.30 - Core and fuel performance in operating plants

Pause

16.00 - 17.30 - Follow-on and discussion

Session IV-c) - Tuesday afternoon - Specialist session

14.00-15.30 - Economics of operating plants

Discussion

Pause . .

16.00 - 17.30 - Next immediate economics prospects

Discussion

Session V-a) - Wednesday morning - Specialist session

9.00 - 10.30 - Sodium technology: experience and remaining
problems

Pause .

11.00-12.30 - Sodium technology

- Safety - and operation - related aspects

Discussion



Session V-b) - Wednesday morning - Specialist session

9.00-10.30 - Codes and standards applicable to LMFBR's
and going-on efforts in that field

Discussion

Pause

11.00 - 12.30 - Licensing procedures

Discussion

Session V-c) - Wednesday morning - Specialist session

9.00 - 10.30

11.00 - 12.30

- Fuel fabrication and reprocessing

Discussion

Pause

- Fuel cycle evaluations

Discussion

Session VI - Thursday ntorning - General session

9.00 - 10.30 - Presentation of first of a kind power plants

- Concept and status report

Discussion

Pause

11.00 - 12.30 - Follow-on (if needed)
- Utilities views on the LMFBR plants introduction

Discussion

Session Vll-a) - Thursday afternoon - Specialist session

9.00 - 10.30

11.00 - 12.30

- Components for the NSS system: remaining
development problems

Discussion

Pause

- R & D program in support of Components

Result of tests performed

Discussion

Session Vll-b) - Thursday afternoon - Specialist session

9.00 - 10.30 - Advanced fuels development

- Prospects and early experimental results
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11.00 - 12.30

Pause

- Follow-on

Discussion

Session VII-c) - Thursday afternoon - Specialist session

9.00 - 10.30

11.0.0 - 12.30

- Quality assurance problems

Discussion

Pause

- Sik evaluation

- Licensing problems

Session VIII - Friday morning - General session

9.00 - 10.30

11.00 - 12.30

- Commercial introduction of the LMFBR:
prospects, probable later evolution, eom-
petitivity problems, fuel supply

Pause

- Followron

Discussion

Session IX - Friday afternoon - General session

1^.00 - 15.30 - Alternative fast breeder concepts

- Reactor strategies

Pause

- World energy demand

- Role of the fast breeders

- Alternative sources (possibly invited status
paper)

16.00 - 17.30



Appendix 5 IAEA Advisory Group Meeting oh Fuel Reprocessing
and Recycling Techniques (draft outline)

13
Appendix 6 List of Meetings on Atomic Energy (sponsored

by the IAEA) which could be of interest to
the IWGPR Members

Comprehensive development programmes are 'being carried out in the USA,

USSR, UK, FRANCE and some other countries to solve problems associated with

the processing of spent LMPBR fuels.

In order to review present status and future programmes in research and

development, the Agency is planning to organize an Advisory Group meeting on

Fuel Reprocessing and Recycling Techniques in spring 1976. Topics for discussion

might be:

1. Review of national programmes

2. De-activation and removal of sodium

3. Handling techniques

4. Head-end operations

5. Dissolution and feed preparation

6. Adaption of Purex process

7. Other processes

8. Specific problems in waste handling and disposal (fission
gases, actinides, heat capacity)

9. Strategy of industrial reprocessing
(multipurpose plant [for LWR and LMFBRJ or a plant for LMPBR
only, etc.)

10. Transportation technique.

1975

2 - 6 June
Stockholm
Sweden

30 June - 4 July
Otamiemi
Finland

6 - 1 0 October
Vienna

13 - 17 October
Jttlich, FRG

Early October
Molf Belgium

17 - 21 November
San Francisco
USA

IAEA/HEO International Symposium on the Combined
Effects on the Environment of Radioactive Chemical
and Thermal Releases from the Nuclear Industry (SM-197)

International Symposium on Radiological Impacts of
Releases from Nuclear Facilities into Quatic
Environments (SM-198)

8th IHDC Meeting

International Symposium on Gas-Cooled
Reactors with Emphasis on Advanced Systems (SM-200)

Advisory Group Meeting on Facilities and Techniques
for(U,Pu)0 Fuel Fabrication

International Symposium on Transuranium Nuclides,
from the Standpoint of Safety, Waste Management and
Environmental Consideration (SM-199) (organized by
USAEC in co-operation with the Agency)



Appendix 7 Lis t of Meetings Planned t o be organized by NDS Appendix 8 J u s t i f i c a t i o n s of Some of the Agency's Meetings

I , INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY OECD NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY

Title

8th IHDC Meeting

IAEA Advisory Group Meeting on
Transactiniura Isotope Nuclear Data

IAEA Consultants' Meeting on the Use of
Nuclear Theory in Neutron Nuclear Data
Evaluation

IAEA Consultants' Meeting on Integral
Cross-Section Measurements in Standard
Neutron Fields for Reactor Dosimetry

Bate

6-10 October 1975

3-7 November I975

8-12 December I975

1976

Place

Vienna

Karlsruhe

Trieste

Scientific Secretary

J.J.Schmidt/A.Lorenz

A.Lorenz

J.J.Schmidt

M. Vlasov

IAEA Symposium on Research Materials 1976
for Nuclear Measurements
Proposed Third IAEA Advisory Group Fall 1976
Meeting on Nuclear Standard Reference Data
Follow-up IAEA Meeting on Fission Product Early 1977
Nuclear Data

J .J . Schmidt /E.E.Fowler
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International Symposium on Gas Cooled Reactors Julich, Federal Republic of Germany
with Emphasis on Advanced Systems 1 3 _ 1 ?

INFORMATION SHEET

1. Introduction

Increasing attention is being given to the commercial application of
gas-cooled reactors of advanced design, and a number of these have now reached
the stage of proven prototypes or of first commercial units from which an
important store of operating experience is being obtained. Several of these,
utilizing well established CO- technology, incorporate various engineering
advances that provide for higHer core ratings, increased fuel burnup and
improved plant availability and cost factors. Other systems, utilizing fuels
and gas coolant that can operate at temperatures of 750 C or higher have
opened the possibility for developing the full potential of the gas-cooled
reactor concept.

As an advanced thermal reactor offering improved fuel utilization,
the gas-cooled temperature reactor presents an economically attractive means
for helping to meet the growing world energy supply requirements. The HTR
allows for relatively high power plant thermal efficiencies, with reduced
waste heat fractions and consequent lesser environmental impact. The high
conversion ratios which can be obtained and the possibilities for exploitation
of the Th-U-233 fuel cycle through good neutron economy indicates that the
HTR may have a special role to play in future reactor strategies.

The continuing development of the helium-cooled high-temperature system
to obtain outlet temperatures in the neighbourhood of 1000 C or higher also
provides the potential for using nuclear heat for other than the generation
of electricity, in particular, for application in various high temperature
industrial processes, for utilization of reject heat, and for the production of
fuel substitutes such as hydrogen. Additional interest is also focused on the
development of the gas-cooled fast breeder, where, except for fuel, much of
the existing technology relating to the use of the HTR as a steam supply system
may be applicable.

The object of the symposium is to review the status of the gas-cooled
reactor field, giving special emphasis to the various national programs for the
development of high-temperature systems and to the experience obtained from
operation of prototypes and commercial-scale advanced gas cooled reactors.
Selected technological problem areas relating to current and advanced HTR
designs will also be reviewed, as well as specific studies on future HTR
applications.



2. List of topics

The symposium will be devoted to the following four main areas:

A. Review of national programs and operating experience on gas-cooled
reactors

(This will include a number of invited papers covering the experience
obtained to date from operation of prototype and first commercial units of
high temperature gas cooled systems, the status of national programs for the
development of advanced high-temperature systems, as well as relevant
experience from CO -cooled power reactors).

B. Technological problems of primary circuits of HTRs for steam turbine
power plants

(Papers here would deal with problems of vessels, liners, core, insulation,
heat exchangers, structural components, related component reliability and
safety analysis, repair and accessibility, etc. associated with HTR operation
at about 750 C.)

C. Technological problems of primary circuits of HTRs for application
at higher temperatures

(Papers here would deal with similar primagy circuit problems as in (B)
above, but related to HTR operation at about 950 C or above, including
questions of fission product transport behaviour, materials, etc.)

D. Reference design studies on future applications of gas-cooled high
temperature reactors

(Papers here would deal with studies related to process heat applications,
gas turbines, gas-cooled fast breeders, etc).

II. IAEA Advsiory Group Meeting on Trans actinium Isotopes Nuclear Data (='X'J)I1))
Karlsruhe. FRG. November 1975

1. Objectives

A specialist meeting on nuclear data for transactinium isotopes is being

planned by the IAEA's Nuclear Data Section.

The following are the main objectives of the meeting:

- The panel should bring together users and producers of TWD.

- Users of THD should specify their nuclear data requirements
and their priorities in detail as a prerequisite of the panel's
discussions, conclusions and recommendations.

- The status of knowledge of microscopic THD should be reviewed
including a critical comparison of existing evaluations and
compilations.

- The panel should identify and discuss measurements, compilations
and evaluations required to satisfy the needs of transactinide
nuclear data users and sensitivity studies required to better
specify user needs. It should aim at specific recommendations
and measures for coordination of future work.

2. Organization

In order to meet these objectives, the format of the meeting
is envisaged to be the same as that, for the Panel on Fission Product
Nuclear Data held recently in Bologna.

a) The body of the meeting should be formed by comprehensive
review papers covering the full scope of use, status and
testing of TED and forming the basis for the discussions of
the panel. The suggested titles for these papers are given
below together with instructions regarding objectives and
contents of each paper. After informal contacts with
specialists and with the appropriate- national authorities
through ISDC members and IHDC Liaison Officers, a suitable
expert will be selected by IAEA./MDS as reviewer for each
review paper. The task of the reviewer will be to'write

a comprehensive and coherent review of his subject incor-
porating his own contributions and those he will recieve
from relevant specialists in other institutions and countries.

b) Our experience with the organization of the Bologna Panel suggests that

- reviewers of user needs should send lists of TND required
to reviewers of the data status;

- reviewers of data status should include in their papers
tables with achieved accuracies for data appearing in the
lists received from the "needs" reviewers;

- reviewers of data requirements (data status) should prepare
short lists of required (achieved) accuracies, extracted
from their papers for distribution to participants before
the panel;

- user requirements supported by sensitivity studies would
be extremely valuable, particularly in complex cases or
where high accuracy is required;

- reviewers should include recommendations in their papers
•for further discussion by the participants.

c) In order to achieve maximum efficiency and results, the meeting
in addition to the presentation of the review papers mentioned
under a), should devote its time to discussions on as many open
questions as possible rather than spend much time on additionally
submitted original contributions. These discussions will require
the participation of carefully selected users, compilers and
evaluators, and measures of USD.

d) The meeting should discuss the following categories of data:

- thermal and resonance neutron cross sections

- fast neutron cross sections

- half life and decay data.
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Prompt gamma ray production cross sections should, not toe discussed*

e) In general, needs for nuclear data for all transactinides
would be a proper subject for discussion in the review papers
and at the meeting. However, in the area of reactor core
physics, the needs for neutron cross section data for the main
fertile and fissile isotopes (Th-232, U-233, U-235> U-238, Pu-239)
has been so extensively reviewed in the past that the subject
should be excluded from consideration. Likewise the status of
the available neutron cross section data for these nuclides is
well covered elsewhere and should not be discussed at this
meeting.

3. Review Papers and their Contents

I. • -REVIEWS OF USER MEEDS IN APPLICATION

Paper Ho. 3. Importance of TND for Fuel Handling

Including; fuel storage and transport, reprocessing,
refabrication, recovery of bulk quantities of trans-
actinides, and waste disposal, including environmental
aspects.

Paper No. 4. Importance of TND for Fuel Analysis

Including: inventory calculations, destructive and
non-destructive fuel analysis, particularly for
safeguards.

Paper No. 5» Importance of TND in Non-Reactor Applications

Including; isotopic heat sources and medicine.
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These review papers should in general contain the following
information:

a. detailed specification and technical background for required
data and accuracies, and their relative importance in the
different fields of application, preferably supported by
sensivity studies;

II. REVIEW OF THE STATUS OF TND

These review papers should in general contain the following
information:

b. assessment of present data status from the user's view; a. discussion of measurement techniques including sources of error
and accuracies;

c. technical and economic justification and priorities for
improving the present data status; b. discussion of error analysis methods;

d. desirability of the data being available in computer media
(magnetic tape, etc.) in addition to the normal form of
published tables, handbooks, etc.

c. critical discussion of evaluation techniques;

d. short description of contents, coverage of important data and
quality of available evaluations;

Paper No. 1. Importance of THD in the Physics Design of Reactor
Cores

Including: long term behaviour, kinetics and dynamics,
production of bulk quantities of transactinides

e. survey of existing TND not yet included in evaluations,
and of experiments and evaluations in progress;

f. status and uncertainties of TUB and discussion of important
discrepancies (with emphasis on those individual data required
by users);

Paper No. 2. Importance of TND for Engineering Design and Operation
of Reactors

Including: contamination of reactor components, heat
release after reactor shutdown and its determination,
accidents and environmental considerations

g. recommendation of presently available evaluations appropriate
for particular user groups;

h. recommendations on further experimental and compilation/evaluation
work needed.



Paper Ho. 6. Status of Neutron Cross Sections in the Thermal
and Resonance Regions

Including:

a) capture and fission cross sections

b) resonance parameters and statistics

c) thermal average cross sections and infinite
dilute resonance integrals and comparison
with microscopic data

d) any other important cross sections

Paper Wo. 7. Status of Neutron Cross Sections in the Fast Region

Including:

a) capture and fission cross sections

b) elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections

c) neutron and charged particle production cross sections

d) spectrum averaged cross sections and comparison
with microscopic data

e) review of systematics for calculating unmeasured
and/or unmeasurable data and their reliability

Paper No. 8. Status of Decay Data of the Transactinides

Including: half-life data for alpha and other particle
emission, gamma-ray and conversion electron energies
and intensities, g-ray mean energies and intensities,
branching ratios* total (P +V ) energy yields.

III. IAEA, Consultants' Meeting on the Use of Nuclear Theory in
Neutron Nuclear Data Evaluation. Trieste. Italy. December 1975

In recent years the use of nuclear theory with appropriate parameterization
has gained increasing importance for neutron nuclear data evaluation and
has become successful in the smooth fitting of measured data, in providing
data in energy gaps of experimental data, particularly also for nuclei,
where measurements are not (yet) feasible.

So far this subject has not been reviewed by a separate meeting NDS is
therefore intending to convene a Consultants' Meeting on this subject
in the late fall of 1975« Originally it was foreseen to hold the meeting
towards the end of 1974 °r i» the beginning of 1975; however, according
to the 1974/1975 overall schedule of NDS meetings and to the manpower and
finaaoial means available, the meeting had to be postponed. The meeting
should bring together mainly neutron nuclear data evaluators and nuclear
theorists interested in the development of nuclear models and theories

With a view of their practical applications. In accord with the INDC
recommendation to seek the collaboration of the Agency's Trieste Centre
for Theoretical Physics for the development of nuclear models and theories
for neutron nuclear data evaluation, the Centre will be invited to
participate in the meeting. On 19 February 1974 a letter was sent to INDC
participants outlining proposed topics for the meeting and asking for
comment s•

On the basis of the comments received, also from the EANDC Meeting in
Tokyo in March 1974, and in view of the limited size of a Consultants'
Meeting, it is proposed, that the meeting restrict its discussions
to several well selected topics under the following four main headings:

1. Status of nuclear theory for prediction and evaluation of
neutron nuclear reaction data;

2. Systematics of nuclear model parameters;

3. Application of recent theoretical developments to practical
evaluation problems;

4. Possibilities for future international cooperation in the
development of nuclear models and theories for neutron nuclear
data evaluation.

The meeting should critically review theoretical methods (excluding resonance
theory) and their accuracies with an emphasis on the statistical model and
on coupled-channel optical model calculations. The standardization of the
various nuclear codes and procedures will also have to be discussed. With-
in the context of nuclear models it will be necessary to look at the
systematics of important nuclear parameters such as level densities (also
recommended by the FPND panel at Bologna, November 1973), (^Z ^, fission
widths, optical model well parameters etc. It will be also important to
review future efforts and the implementation of new methods which would
be covered in the third topic.

IV. IAEA Consultants' Meeting on Integral Cross Section Measurements
in Standard Neutron Fields for Reactor Dosimetry. 1975 or 1976

Benchmark Experiments for Reactor Neutron Dosimetry Cross Sections

During the IAEA Consultants' Meeting on Nuclear Data for Reactor Neutron
Dosimetry the importance of integral cross section measurements in
benchmark neutron fields was stressed by some of the participants
(Prof. U. Farinelli, Dr. W. McElroy, Dr. A. Fabry). The role of benchmark
facilities for improving reactor neutron dosimetry data was also emphasized
at the 35th Meeting of the EURATOM Working Group for Reactor Dosimetry
(Brussels, March 1974) and some results of such type measurements were
reported.

A set of benchmark facilities which covers the total energy range of interest was
identified and collected at this meeting. These benchmarks were selected
so that their spectral characterization is based on refined methods such
as neutron, spectrometry and detailed reactor physics calculations. In
accordance with the proposal of the Consultants' Meeting many important
reactions for reactor neutron dosimetry (CATEGORY II) should be measured
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relative to a few reactions with a very well known cross section
(CATEGORY i). In such a way energy dependent cross sections may be adjusted
by a correlation scheme using precise integral measurements in a set of
benchmark spectra.

Cooperation of many laboratories is essential because the measurement of
excitation functions often demands the use of practically all types of
benchmark neutron spectra to cover a complete energy range.

On the basis of these considerations KDS is planning to convene in 1975
or 1976 a Consultants* Meeting on Integral Cross Section Measurements in
Standard Neutron Fields for Reactor Dosimetry. The meeting should aim
at clarifying the following questions:

- Which standard neutron fields (benchmark facilities) axe avail-
able and, do they cover the energy range of interest for reactor
neutron dosimetry?

- How well are the neutron spectra of these benchmarks known
and how consistent are they among each other?

- Are measurements of standard neutron reactions consistent in
different benchmark neutron spectra?

- What is the accuracy with which unknown cross sections can be
determined through the application of benchmarks?

- What reactions important for reactor neutron dosimetry should be
measured in such benchmarks?

V. IAEA Symposium on Research Materials for Nuclear
Measurements. 1976

At its last meeting IBDC endorsed this Symposium and expressed its
support for the intended cooperation between the Agency's Nuclear Data
and Industrial Applications and Chemistry Sections in the preparation of
the Symposium, subject to the approval by the Agency's Scientific Advisory
Committee (SAC).

This Symposium, approved by SAC for 1975, has been deferred to 1976.
It is expected to be co-sponsored by EHRATOM and to be held in Geel or
Brussels.

VI. Proposed Third TATCA Advisory Croup Meeting on Nuclear Standard
Reference Data, fall 1976

IHDC Recommendation

At its 6th meeting in 1973, the INDC recommended that the next Agency-
sponsored meeting on nuclear standards be held in late 1976 rather than
in 1975* The subject matter was expected to include non-neutron and
non-energy-related standards as well as neutron standards. The size of
the meeting was to be adjusted as necessary to accommodate the expanded
scope.

Suggested Extensions of Scope

In addition to the acknowledged neutron standards, the following topics
have been suggested for the agenda of a meeting on nuclear standards. Comment
by the INDC is requested.

1. Gamma-ray standards. A practical application of these
standards is calibration of the energy-scales and efficiencies
of gamma-ray detectors.

2. Standards for Reactor Dosimetry. The foil activation technique
using sandwich detectors and unfolding techniques is commonly
used to measure neutron spectra over a wide energy range. The
required cross section data have in many cases been measured
relative to certain commonly used standard cross sections. In
radiation damage and materials evaluation studies for both
fission and fusion reactors, determination of 14-MeV neutron
fluences are often based on certain standard cross sections.

a. At the Consultants' Meeting on Buclear Data for Reactor
Neutron Dosimetry, Vienna, 10-12 September 1973, the
participants designated a set of 14 Category I reactions
which were "not necessarily chosen with respect to their
practical importance or priority for actual routine
dosimetry, but rather with the aim of improving dosimetry
cross section data files". £l] Of these 14 reactions, four
are already among the recognized neutron standard reference
data, although not necessarily in the energy range where
they are commonly used as standards. These reactions have
been suggested for inclusion in the agenda of a meeting on
nuclear standards.

b. Integral measurements in standard (benchmark) neutron fields
are being used to generate a set of potentially consistent
cross section data for reactor dosimetry applications. The
standard neutron fields have been characterized by measure-

with spectrometers based on standard reactions -
,tf)T, He(n,p)T, hydrogen scattering, by theoretical cal-

culations and by comparison with large gets of differential
cross section data. The importance of "Li(n,«f)T as a dosimetry
standard is frequently overlooked, especially in the energy
range 1.5-5 MeV, where there are few alternative standards.
Use of the "Li(n,«()T as a standard above 500 KeV should be
included.in the discussion.

Size and Budget

The two previous meetings on neutron standard reference data have been panels.
Provisionally the third meeting has been scheduled in the budget for 1976.
For the final Agency approval, a definite confirmation of the former IHDC
recommendation will be required from the Seventh INDC Meeting. As the Agency
funds for such a meeting are restricted, it will be essential for the success
of the Panel, particularly in view of its enlarged scope, that a number of
experts attending be paid by their home countries. INDC Members are asked to
use their influence to this effect.
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[1] Proceedings, INDC (NDS)-56 p. 127.



VII. Follow-up IAEA Meeting on Fission Product Nuclear Data, early 1977 19
The Panel on Fission Product Nuclear Data (FPND) held at Bologna, Italy
26-30 November 1973 recommended a follow-up meeting on FPND to he held
in the fall of 1976. The main purpose of this follow-up meeting will
be to review the actions stimulated by the first FPHD Panel, and the
progress achieved in the meantime.

Discussion topics should again be covered by review papers providing back-
ground information and saving discussion time. Surveys of user require-
ments of FPHD should be completed and distributed to reviewers of the
status of FPND well in advance of the follow-up meeting, so as to give the
status reviewers sufficient time to prepare lasts of uncertainties for the
required FPUD.

VIII. Advisory Group Meeting on Facilities and Techniques
for (U.Pu)O Fuel Fabrication

INFORMATION SHEET

Background

In view of the large quantities of plutonium being accumulated from the
operation of power reactors, and the potential value of this plutonium when
recovered and used in fuel for these reactors, the problems of fabricating the
plutonium-bearing fuels are becoming increasingly important. The last Agency
meeting in.this general subject area, the Advisory Group on Plutonium Utilization
in Thermal Power Reactors held in November 1974, indicated that a significant
amount of work had been donâ  on the fabrication of these fuels and that a
specific meeting to provide a comprehensive summary of the relevant technology
would be appreciated at this time.

Scope

The technology of UO,, fuel fabrication was reviewed in 1972 at the Agency
Study Group on Facilities and Technology needed for Nuclear Fuel Manufacture
and at the 1974 Agency Advisory Group on Quality Assurance and Control in Nuclear
Fuel Manufacture. Therefore the object of this Advisory Group will be to examine
the fabrication technology for (UfPu)O,j fuels with emphasis on areas where there
is significant difference between the fabrication of W. fuels and of (U,Pu)0- fuels.

Topics for Discussion

1. General review of national facilities and fabrication process
development programs,

2. Processes - special plutonium related problems,

3. Principles of facility design and layout,

4. Quality control procedures for plutonium-bearing oxide fuels,

5« Contamination control - health physics,

6. Economics - effects of plant size, added cost from plutonium requirements.

Appendix

1975

9

8-11 Apr

21-25

27-30

Apr

Apr

3- 8 May

11-14 May

8-13 Jun

23-27 Jun

1- 5 Sep

8-12 Sep

9-12 Sep

16-18 Sep

22-25 Sep

List of Meetings on Atomic Energy (non-
sponsored by the IAEA) which could be of interest
to the IWGPR Members

Nuremberg, F.R. Germany
Reactor Congress

Paris, France
1st European Nuclear Conference

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Topical Meeting on Commercial Nuclear Fuel
Technology Today

Washington, DC, USA
77th Annual Meeting and Exposition of the
American Ceramic Society

Gatlinburg, Tennessee, USA
2nd Symposium on the Training of Nuclear Facility
Personnel

New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
21st Annual Meeting of the ANS

San Francisco, California, USA
2nd National Congress on Pressure Vessels and
Piping

London, UK
3rd International Conference on Structural
Mechanics in Reactor Technology

York, England
International Conference on Experience in the
Design, Construction and Operation of Pre-
stressed Concrete Pressure Vessels and
Containments for Nuclear Reactors

Gatlinburg, Tennessee, USA
Topical Meeting on Materials for Nuclear Steam
Generators

Hamburg, F.R. Germany
Power Station Congress 1975

Petten, Netherlands
1st International Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry:
Developments and Standardisation

* Detailed information may be found in 'Meetings on
Atomic Energy* Vol.7, No.l, IAEA, 1975, on the
indicated pages

Page*

30

34

35

38

39

46

51

62

64

65

66

67



List of Meetings on Atomic Energy
(non-sponsored by the IAEA.)

which could be of interest to the
IWGFR Members (continued)

Appendix 10 List of Proposed Topics for the IW3FR Specialists'
Meetings
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1975

7-11 Oct

3-6 Nov

16-21 Nov

1976

29 Mar -
2 Apr

4 - 7 May

Aug

Sep-Oct

14-19 Nov

1977

Mar-Apr

12-17 Jun

27 Nov -
2 Dec

Basle, Switzerland
4th International Nuclear Industry Pair and
Convention

Chicago, Illinois, USA
World Energy Engineering Congress and Exposition

San Francisco, California, USA
Joint Meeting of the ANS and AIP and TIE exhibits

Dilsseldorf, P.R. Germany
Reactor Congress

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, USA
Topical Meeting on Liquid Metal Technology

Los Angeles, California, USA
Topical Meeting on Nuclear Power Plant Construction,
Licensing and Startup

Chicago, Illinois, USA
Meeting on Past Reactor Safety and Physics

Washington, DC, USA
Meeting of the ANS and the AIP

Los Angeles, California, USA
Meeting on High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor

Safety

New York, USA
Meeting of the ANS

San Francisco, California, USA
Meeting of the ANS

Page

70

72

73

76

76

79

80

80

81

81

83

10
11
12
15
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY International Working Group on Fast Reactors
Eighth Annual Meeting

Vienna, Austria, 15 - 18 April 1975

No. Title Country

1 Fuel and Cladding Interaction Japan
2 Instrumentation for Detection of Local Accidents in Italy

Past Reactor Cores
3 Core Support System "
4 Core Cooling Criteria and Gadging "
5 Aerosol Formation, Vapor Deposits and Sodium Vapor Trapping France
6 Cover Gas Purification (Pission Products and Chemical Impurities) "
7 Operating Experience with Facilities to Test Fast Reactor USA

Components
8 Design Features and Testing of Heat Exchanger for Fast "

Reactor Application
9 Experiments and Design Data Needed for the Past Reactor "

Programme
Fast Reactor Core Material Equation of State "
Probabilistic Methods for Past Reactor Safety Analysis "
Sodium Fires and Prevention "
High Temperature Structural Design Technology "
Fast Reactor Cladding and Core Structural Materials "
Fast Reactor Fuel Rod Design and Development "
Sodium to Gas Leak Detection "
Plow Induced Vibrations in LMFBR Designs "
Acoustic Surveillance Methods in LMPBRs " '
LMFBR Pump Design and Testing "
Vibration Induced Failures in LMPBRs "
Integrity Testing of High Temperature Liquid Metal Systems "
Fabrication of LMFBR Fuel Using LWR Pu "
Advanced Fuel for LMFBRs FR Germany
Fuel Failure Detection and Location UK
In-Core Instruments and Data Handling "
Design Methods for Protection against Earthquakes, Floods and "

other Natural Disasters
Plow-Induced Vibration in Sodium Circuits "
Boiling Sodium and Reentry Phenomena, "
Explosion Containments Codes and Experiments "
Design for Imrpoved Safety Characteristics "
Behaviour of Pission Products in Whole Core Accidents "
In-Service Inspection and Monitoring "
Sealing Devices for Rotating Plugs France
Calculation-experience. Comparison Relating to Physical "

Characteristics
35 Leak Location in Steam Generators USSR



Appendix 11 Justifications of Proposed IWGFR Specialists'
Meetings

1. FUEL AND CLAPPING INTERACTION

General corrosion attack and grain boundary attack of inner wall of
cladding tubes at high turnup -are well recognized phenomena.

Some data have shown that attack zone might account 100 - 150 u at
650 - 700° C, at which the large fast breeder reactor cladding tubfe will
be operating.

If this corrosion has to be taken into account for the stress analysis
of fuel pins, this may result in a heavy drawback of the design and
performance of fuel pins.

Subject of Discussion

In-reactor and outa. General corrosion and grain boundary attack,
of reactor experiments and their results.

b. Theoretical analysis of fuel and cladding interaction. Prediction
and counter measures for this attack.

c. Fuel and cladding interaction and its effect on cladding strength
change.

d. Evaluation of effective cladding thickness and its feed back to
the fuel pin design.

2. INSTRUMENTATION FOR DETECTION OF LOCAL ACCIDENTS IN
FAST REACTOR CORES

Items of Discussion

a.

b.

c.

d.

MOTE

Definition of the quantities to be considered (i.e. temperatures,
flow-rates, fission product release, boiling noise, reactivity, etc.)

State-of-the-art of instrumentation required.

Signal elaboration and correlation analysis.

Shut-down philosophy.

Local accident detection is of primary importance according to the
present trend of fast reactor safety philosophy. The discussion can be
very fruitful because of the availability of the new experience gained
by recently operating fast reactors.

3. CORE SUPPORT SYSTEM

In the design of fast reactor cores the problem of stability is
paramount, both in the short term due to nuclear physics' limitations
(positional, displacements, vibration, etc..) and in the long term, due
to material dimensional changes, such as radiation, swelling, creep, etc.

The importance of this argument is increased by the influence of the
core support system on the fuel element, fuel handling, fuel management
cycle.

Several core support systems are at the proving stage employing
diverse solutions and based on different design criteria.

It would be useful to compare basic design criteria, evaluation
techniques and results in relation to power reactor development.
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4- CORE COOLING CRITERIA AMD GADOING

This activity is closely linked to the core support system. The core
itself should be cooled to take account of the radial form factor, (e.g. to
provide a constant outlet temperature).

The extent and distribution of the cooling has to satisfy a number of
criteria such as cavitation, element handling, inherent system safety, hot
channel evaluation.

An important problem seems to be cavitation; it can be avoided in
gags etc. by various design techniques. The phenomenon is very critical to
structural integrity, boiling detection, and heat transfer stability.

Correlation has been investigated with experiment and theory, and it
has been found important to compare criteria, results and evaluation methods.

5* AEROSOL FORMATION. VAPOR DEPOSITS ANP SOPIUM VAPOR TRAPPING

Vapor deposits are often troublesome for reactor operation (rotating
plugs and control rod mechanisms) - it is important to understand the
mechanisms of sodium aerosols' formation and transport, giving rise to
deposits and to find the best ways to eliminate the effects, either at the
top of the reactor, or in the argon circuits.

6. COVER GAS PURIFICATION (FISSION PROPUCTS AND
CHEMICAL IMPURITIES')

Argon has to be purified:

a. To eliminate any impurity which could be damageable to the
sodium system.

b. To eliminate fission products in case of important pin
failures (or if vented pins are used).

7. OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH FACILITIES TO TEST
FAST REACTOR COMPONENTS

The meeting should include discussion of the performance o'f different
test facilities (nuclear and non-nuclear) associated to the fast reactor
program. Subjects of interest are experiences with components and system
performance, such as: unusual experiences during installation startup and
operation of the facility; safety experiences, fuel failures and



organization to assure safe operation; periodic testing, reliability
assurance and quality assurance; problems of accessibility, time of
repair and maintenance for each component.

Discussion of experiences with the following components groups should
he included: pumps, heat exchangers, pipes, valves, pressure vessels,
electrical components and sodium purification components. Also, discussions
of experiences with the following subsystems: control system, protective
system, standby power source system, sodium purification system, waste disposal
system and fuel handling system.

It is recommended that the meeting be held in Prance because of its
central location with respect to existing facilities.

8. DESIGN FEATURES AND TESTING OF HEAT EXCHANGERS FOR
FAST REACTOR APPLICATION

The meeting should cover testing experience and their effects on the
design features of heat exchangers for the fast reactor program. Subjects
for possible discussion are: representative designs and specifications;
performance under steady state and transient conditions; thermal performance;
sodium-water reactions (comparison of theoretical models with experimental
data); propagation of sodium leaks (discussion of accidents); detection
of failures; influence of testing and inspection procedures on designs;
influence of fabrication, assembly, transportation and installation problems
on the component design.

9' EXPERIMENTS AND DESIGN DATA NEEDED FOR THE
FAST REACTOR PROGRAM

The scope of the meeting should include discussion of experiments and
data considered essential to improve the safety, reliability, and economics
of fast reactors. This should include discussion of: a) experiments to
be performed; b) data to be recorded; o) instrumentation to be used;
d) correlation of experimental data and analytical calculations.
General subjects to be included are: a) critical judgement of existing data
and needs for additional data; b) cost penalties in reactor technology due
to inaccurate or inadequate evaluation of nuclear and non-nuclear data;
and c) experiment design features to obtain meaningful data.

Specific subjects of interest are: molten fuel coolant interactions;
fuel failure propagation; loss of coolant accident; positive reactivity
insertion accident; testing of alternate reactor fuels, fuel and cladding
temperature measurements; internal fuel pin pressure measurements; incore
neutron flux measurements; sodium leak detection; reftability testing of
plant components.

It is recommended to hold the meeting in the USA because of the
experience of the national laboratories (e.g. ANL, ORKL, HEDL, LMEC) in
developing and performing analysis and experiments associated with fast
reactors.

1 0 . FAST REACTOR CORE MATERIAL EQUATION OF STATE (EOS) 22
The E$3 is important in reactor safety studies because it links the

chain-reaction kinetics to the equations of motion and of energy transport
through the Doppler effect, thermal expansion and mechanical distortions.
The thermophysical properties necessary for a description of the phenomena
include the conditions of phase transformations, melting and vaporization
which are characterized by temperatures and pressures and the associated
volumetric and energy changes.

Other important properties include heat capacity, thermal expansion
coefficient, compressibility and the bulk modulus of compression which
links the thermal and coloric equations of state to interrelated mechanical
properties such as Poisson's ratio, shear modulus and elastic modulus.
For severe transients the above properties must be supplemented by thermo-
dynamic critical constants, the yield stress and its dependence on strain,
temperature, composition, strain rate, and prior history, and dissociation
energies of compounds and ionizing potentials.

There are no simple generalized equations of state for dense solids
and liquids relating the coexisting liquid and vapor phases, but there are
many relations having utility. It is the purpose of this panel to assess
the existing EQS technology and methoddlogy and to recommend means for
improving the state of current knowledge.

Location: Argonne National Laboratory

11. PROBABILISTIC METHODS FOR FAST REACTOR SAFETY ANALYSIS

Evaluate the current state of applying probabilistic methodology
to the safety analyses of fast reactor components and systems, to the assess-
ment of plant availability and reliability, and to the development of fast
reactor safety programs. The review will include the state of collection,
organization and evaluation of failure data and information for use in such
applications. Based on this review, recommend those fast reactor safety
areas where the application of probabilistic methods can be of most benefit
and shout be vigorously pursued.

12. SODIUM FIRES AND PREVENTION

Papers dealing with all aspects of sodium combustion, extinguishment
techniques, sodium fire prevention, and personnel protective clothing will
be presented. The major session topics of this meeting will be divided
into the following categories:

a. Sodium fire prevention - detection of sodium leaks and fires

b. Extinguishment of sodium fires and protective clothing

c. Sodium combustion products - controls, effects and removal
of extinguishment residues.

To the best of TD knowledge, there is no specific location where
special sodium fire expertise exists which would merit holding a meeting
at that location.



13. HIGH TEMPERATURE STRUCTURAL DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

The meeting shall emphasize the achievement of safe and reliable PTS
system' and component designs to sustain long life. Technical subjects of
major importance are the formulation of design criteria and the techniques
of performing inelastic analysis. Other related subjects include
experimental structural tests of models and prototypes, and examination
of material behaviour in creep.

Proposed Meeting Location: Washington, D.C., (proximity to ORNL,
WARD and ASME Code Body where expertise exists), or London, England
(in conjunction with a Germany-sponsored Nuclear Structural Design Meeting
to be held there in 1975 where the European experts in this field will
congregate).

17. FLOW INDUCED VIBRATIONS IN LMFBR DESIGNS

Plow induced vibration can cause mechanical interference or material
failure through fatigue. For the design of LMFBR components such as
fuel assemblies and vessel plenum, the characterization of flow mixing is
an important design input; in the plant components the vibrational
characteristics in the steam generator and heat exchangers are the areas
of concern. The AEC's approach in applying sound engineering design
has been based on a combination of base technology development programme,
coupled with an empirical, component oriented verification programme.

It is recommended that the meeting should be held at ANL, with ANL
taking the lead to present RRD's overall results in this area.
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14. FAST REACTOR CLADDING AND CORE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
18. ACOUSTIC SURVEILLANCE METHODS IN LMFBRs

This meeting should concentrate on both the extensive and intrinsic
properties and hehaviour of fast reactor cladding in the core environment.
The scope should encompass high and low strain rate mechanical properties,
in-reactor swelling and creep, effects of sodium and impurities, the
sodium plus fuel cladding interaction effects. Mechanisms controlling
properties and behaviour should be covered as well as engineering
properties.

Location: Open - could be held in U.S. at HEDL

15. FAST REACTOR FUEL ROD DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

This would be a broad scope meeting covering all aspects of fuel rod
design, analysis, performance and intrinsic properties of the fuel and the
cladding as they effect performance under steady state and off-set
operating conditions.

Location: HEDL

Comment: This subject is probably too broad to be handled at a
specialists' meeting.

16. SODIUM TO GAS LEAK DETECTION

The specialists' meeting will provide a forum for technical
information exchange on the following topics:

- Recent (since 1971) field experience with sodium gas leaks
and their detectability;

- Damage to equipment resulting from sodium/gas leaks;

- Performance requirements from sodium to gas leak detectors;

- Development of advanced techniques for sodium to gas leak
detection.

Location of Meeting: LMECS, Canoga Park, California

Because of the opacity of the sodium, many of the commercial
instrumentation and control sensors used in the water cooled reactors
are not applicable in a sodium cooled reactor. In order to provide the
desired instrumentation, both as part of the normal operating mode, as well
as for surveillance detection and diagnosis of off-design behaviours in
LMFBRs, the acoustic sensor concept looks most promising, and will likely
become the standard instrumentation technique.

These acoustic techniques are being developed to provide temperature,
incipient boiling, flow conditions, and imaging information.

This meeting could be held either at AHL or at HEDL under the
respective lead of the laboratory site chosen.

19. LMFBR PUMP DESIGN AND TESTING

Meeting discussion should address the following major topics:

- Type and size of pumps in use or being planned, basic description
of the design, application, pump materials, basis for choosing
design, operating characteristics and experience, reliability.
Discussion should include mechanical and electromagnetic pumps
for large and small loop application,

- Pump design practices and standards in use, including material
limits and allowables, high temperature strucutral design
criteria, scaling laws, operational verification of analytical
assumptions.

- Pump maintenance capability and experience, including in-situ and
ex-situ maintenance, sodium cleaning techniques, procedures and
experience; design features which minimize or facilitate
maintenance.

- Specific development and test programmes, for example, hydrostatic
bearing and shaft seal development in mechanical pumps; electro-
magnetic design, duct design, and duct support in electromagnetic
pumps.



- Available and proposed test facilities suitable for pump and
pump component testing; the capability of each facility in
terms of flow, maximum temperature and pressure, and ability
to impose thermal transients.

Meeting Location: General Electric, Sunnyvale, California, would
be a desirable location for a pump specialists' meeting, because of on-going
work at GE on mechanical pump development (including that for CRBR plant)
and large Eti pump development.

25. IN-CORE INSTRUMENTS AND DATA HANDLING 24
The potential value of the different instruments now being developed

for monitoring the state of the core would be discussed.

Thermocouples, flowmeters, fuel and fission product detectors,
acoustic sensors, would be included. Particular attention would be paid
to methods of handling the data obtained from instruments to give rapid
and unambiguous indication of core malfunction.

20. VIBRATION INDUCED FAILURES IN LMFBRs

The scope of this meeting should include flow induced and pressure
pulse induced vibration and should cover previous experience with vibration
induced failure in liquid metal systems, current analytical and
experimental methods for investigating vibration induced failure and the
adequacy of the results obtained from these methods. Vibration induced
failure is a design consideration in FFTF components, and this meeting
would have application to all LMFBRs.

21. INTEGRITY TESTING OF HIGH TEMPERATURE LIQUID METAL SYSTEMS

The scope of this meeting should cover methods of integrity testing
high temperature, low pressure liquid metal systems (keeping in mind that
design pressures and temperatures differ from the hot leg to the cold leg
of the system). FFTF integrity testing has been an issue in the past and
this would have application to all LMPBRs.

22. FABRICATION OF LMFBR FUEL USING LWR PU

The high activity of LWR Pu requires extensive shielding and remote
operation in the fuel fabrication process. Future FFTF cores to be
fabricated using the LWR Pu, and a meeting on this subject would be help-
ful in identifying fabrication problems, how they were solved elsewhere
and possible solutions to unsolved problems. This meeting would have
application to FFTF, DEMO, and the LMFBR Programme.

23. ADVANCED FUEL FOR LMFBRs

Assess present status of R & D work and discuss the main lines of
development (carbide, nitride, silicide, etc.).

24- FUEL FAILURE DETECTION AND LOCATION

To cover the theoretical and experimental bases for measurable
indications of fuel failure.

The techniques used for detection and location of defected fuel
would be discussed and particular attention paid to the tiaescale for
detection relative to that for escalation of the failure.

26. DESIGN METHODS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST EARTHQUAKES, FLOODS AflD
OTHER NATURAL DISASTERS

To cover methods of estimating the magnitude and frequency of
exceptional natural phenomena and discuss the design measures now available
to minimize damage to the reactor plant and avoid hazards to the operating
staff and to the public.

27. FLOW INDUCED VIBRATION IN SODIUM CIRCUITS

High velocities and complex flow patterns around components can
result in flow-induced vibration of the components, leading to fatigue,
or if in a reactor core, to unacceptable reactivity noise.

The difficulty of modifying components to prevent vibration after a
major circuit is sodium contaminated or active, provides considerable
incentive to ensure that design routes and calculation methods are
reliable, and to identify sound experimental methods both for providing
design data and for component endorsement.

The meeting should discuss what calculation methods and experimental
data are available and how far the problems can be avoided by suitable
design. Comparison of predicted amplitudes of vibration with any actually
measured on sodium plant would be potentially valuable.

28. BOILIHGSQDIUM AND RE-ENTRY PHENOMENA

Study of sub-assembly accident. Covers the possible spread of local
boiling to bulk boiling with possible sodium ejection followed by possible
re-entry of sodium and mixing with very hot fuel. Includes theoretical
study and experiments both in pile and out of pile.

29. EXPLOSION CONTAINMENT CODES AND EXPERIMENTS

The development of codes for determining the effect of the energy
releases from Bethe-Tait type excursions and their validation by special
experiments using explosives in special models.

3o. DESIGN FOR IMPROVED SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS

A review of the methods available for improving the physics behaviour
of the core - for example, by increasing the Doppler Coefficient or
improving the sodium coefficient. It would also discuss the method of
locating fuel elements to prevent any undesired reactivity changes.



31. BEHAVIOUR OP FISSION PRODUCTS IN WHOLE CORE ACCIDENTS

It is thought that gaseous fission products and fission products such
as caesium with low boiling points, will cause disassembly of any super-
critical mess in a whole core accident before the fuel boils. In addition
fission products may inhibit any molten fuel coolant interactions, either
in subassembly accidents or after whole-core excursions. Evidence necessary
to convince a licensing authority requires study and suitable proving
experiments need to be identified and carried out.

Appendix 12 Evaluation of Six papers from Prance, P.R.Germany,
Italy, Japan, U.K., U.S.A., on "The Need for
New Safety Testing Facilities to Study Fuel-
Failure under Loss-of-Flow and Transient Overpower
Conditions"

C. Cicognani - Italy

W.H. Hannum - USA

F. Justin - France

0. Kawaguchi - Japan

D. Jakeman - UK

G. Kessler - FRG
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32. IN-SERVICE INSPECTION AND MONITORING

Great importance is being attached by licensing authority and
utilities to early detection of any faults that may develop in the structure
of the reactor during its operational, life. Methods of inspection of core
support structures, containment vessels etc. need review and further development.

33. SEALING DEVICES FOR ROTATING PLUGS

Rotating plugs for LMPBRs need a reliable gas tight system to be used.

Various possibilities exist or have been used, mainly: different
types of rubber gaskets and molten alloy sealing system.

future.

34-

A comparison of design and experience would be very fruitful for the

CALCULATION-EXPERIENCE COMPARISON RELATING TO
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Physical characteristics of demonstration reactor cores (critical
size, control rod value, reactivity coefficients, dynamics, etc.) are
expected from projeer calculations.

Comparison with actual results obtained during commissioning and
operation permit adjustment of used codes and more precise calculations for
the future.

35. LEAK LOCATION IN STEAM GENERATORS

1. Methods of location:

(i) Helium testing, the influence of the test conditions
on the rate of detection

(ii) Electromagnetic excitation methods

(iii) Acoustic methods

(iv) Other methods

2. No-leak criteria

3. Preliminary treatment of the steam generator before checking.

1. In Spring 1973 the International Working Group on Fast Reactors

invited six different countries: France (1), FRG (2), Italy (3),

Japan (4), United Kingdom (5) and USA (6) to express their views on

the importance of fast reactor safety experiments and asked them to

give an assessment of the current and future needs of additional

safety testing facilities. After submission of papers by nominated

correspondents the IWGFR requested the German delegation to prepare

an evaluation of the different views and statements given in these

papers.

2. In attempting to evaluate these views it appears rather difficult

to discuss all papers on the same basis in order to find a common

conclusion. The reasons seem to be:

- the papers represent the views of different LMFBR-projects which

are being followed on a different time scale (Phenix-Superphenix,

PFR-CFR, SNR-300, Yoyo-Honju, PEC, FFTF-US-Demoplant)

- consequently safety R&D-work is followed on a somewhat different

time scale

- the requirements on safety R&D imposed by the licensing of LKFBR's

seem to be different. This is particularly important for the ques-

tion of how far different problem areas within the different accident

chains are considered necessary to be investigated by experimental

programs and how far the prototypicality of such experiments has to

be demonstrated for the use of the results during licensing discus-

- the time period considered by the different authors in assessing

the needs of additional safety testing facilities appears to be

different. The conclusions must be different if one discusses

O!
O
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the R&D and facility needs for the next 3 to 5 years or for the

next 15 years.

Although the latter time period seems to reach very far in the

future, it has to he considered that the time needed to build a

new advanced fast reactor safety test facility could take about

7 to 8 years for design and construction. Another 7 to 8 years

of experiments would be required to provide the experimental

results needed for the licensing of a whole generation of large

commercial LMFBR's (after 1990).

- the design and construction of new fast reactor safety testing

facilities will be very expensive. If one looks at such high

costs, one is hesitating whether one can justify the necessity

of such high expenses (cost benefit), particularly if one is

confronted with the argument to rather spend more money for

engineered safeguards (f.i. more reliable shut down systems) than

for the investigation of hypothetical accident phenomena (core

melt down, fuel rearrangement, multiple bursts, core catcher

systems).

3..Despite of these possible different arguments which obviously

influenced the conclusions given in the six papers there exists

good agreement for the key problem areas to be investigated by

R&D-programmes.

These key problem areas are derived in all papers from the postu-

lated accident chains in which fuel failures are expected to occur-.

These postulated accident chains are:

a ) small power transients during which the safety system is working

adequately (shut down). For this chain °f incidents experimental

information is needed on the largest power transient a fuel rod

can withstand during abnormal operation

b ) subasseably blockage incidents

For this accident chain it is important to know:

whether and how blockages caused by debris are building up

within fuel subassemblies,

whether and how fuel failure and local melting occur,

whether mechanisms for a propagation of fuel failures exist

which could then affect the whole fuel subassembly or the

surrounding core fuel elements and

whether this will escalate to a whole core accident.

In addition the question has to be answered at what stage of

failure development the subassembly incident can l>e detected

by the subassembiy or core instrumentation.

c ) whole core accidents which can be subdivised into:

— whole core loss of flow incidents without scram (shut down

systems fail to react)

- transient overpower incidents without scram (shut down

systems fail to react)

Both accident chains could lead in their most severe cases to

prompt bursts for which the shut down systems (scram) could not

counteract fast enough (even if the scram systems are not assumed

to fail). In the final part of these accident chains the problem

of Post Accident Heat Removal has to be dealt with (6).

4. In the following part of the evaluation these accident chains

are discussed in detail following a pattern mainly applied in the

US-paper (6).

The comparison is given in form of lists taking into account:

- key problems end phenomena to be investigated

. - needs for experiments (in-pile or out-pile)

- in-pile facility implications
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4.1 Small (mild) povtr transients with scram

(expected operational transients)

Problem areas

- Fuel melting and fission
gas release prior to pin
failure

- Axial fuel motion prior to
failure

- Fuel failure threshold
- Failure type and location

Experimental Needs

- in-pile experiments
in 1 to 7 pin clusters

- Prototypic LMFBR conditions
for test pins required in-
cluding right fuel enrichment
and high burn-up rates

In~pile facility implications

- Fast spectrum or adequate neutron filtering in faci"
lities having mixed or thermal neutron spectrum to
reach a flat radial power profile

- Test loops must provide LMFBR cooling conditions

- Preconditioning of fuel may be required

Existing facilities

(6)
USA

present TREAT covers
these areas:
Possible difficulties.;

- flat radial power
profile for 7 pin
arrangements

- fuel preconditioning
- facility utilization

schedule

(2)
FRG
(DeBeNeLux)

-planned HFR -
and CABRI-programme
will cover these areas
-Possible difficulties
same as in US-programme

(3)
Italy

-possibly experi-
mental programme
in PEC-reactor

France
(D

UK
(5)

Japan
(4)

covered by SCARABEE
and CABRI-programme
Possible difficulties

reliance on calcula- covered by a
tions supported by participation
PFR-experience and

-out-pile experi- same as in US and FRG- information coming
ments programme from SCARABEE,

TREAT and CABRI

in CABRI pro-
gramme

The mild TOP-test programme in HFR is presently under discussion



4.2.1 Stibassembly blockage incident
(failure propagation problem)

28
Problem areas

- local blockage build-up by
fuel particles or other debris

- local boiling within or behind
blocked areas

- fuel rod (clad) failure, fission
gas release

- dry-out of cladding, clad melting

- molten fuel release

- molten fu°.l sodium interaction

- subassembly wall failure due to
- mechanical loads (MFCI)
- thermal loads (melt through)

- detection of blockages and fuel
failures by instrumentation

Experimental Needs

out-pile experiments on blockage
build-up by debris

out-pile experiments in heated bundles

out-pile experiments in bundles

combination of out-pile boiling and
in-pile experiments
in-pile experiments in small fuel
rod clusters

out-pile experiments and confirmatory
testing in in-pile experiments .

combination of out-pile and confirmatory
in-pile experiments

combination of out-pile and in-pile
experiments

Out-pile experiments are not discussed here

A.2.2 Subassembly blockage incident
(failure propagation problem)

Existing facilities'*'

(6)
USA

Present TREAT programme
covers small part of
MFCI problems

(2)
FRG
(DeBeNeLux)

Evaluation of
first phase
Scarabee-Progr.

(3)
Italy

PEC-reactor?

FEFPL-programme to be per-MOL 7C covers
formed in ETR (mixed
spectrum) wil_l__coyer_
essentially the require-
ments

No programme for 1 to 7
subassembly arrangement
(thermal load or melt
through problem)

essentially the
requirements for
fresh fuel. N£
programme for
irradiated fuel
defined yet.
No programme for
1 to 7 subassembly
arrangement

(A)
France

The Scarabee-Programme
will cover essentially
all requirements

A programme for 1 to 7
subassembly arrangement
would be possible.

In-pile facility implications

Flat radial power profile across
bundles required (fast flux or
neutron filtering)

LMFBR-type fuel specifications re-
quired

Fuel rod bundles with^-37 fuel rods
(possibly 91) needed.for reasonable
blockage simulation

Potential requirements exist for
multiple subassembly tests,,.
(1 to 7 subassemblies) K '

(5)
UK

No UK-facility, but
participation in
Scarabee 1-7 pin pro-
gramme. In addition
participation in
Scarabee-N (irradiated)
-programme is expected

(A)
Japan

Partly
covered by
experimental
programme in
GETR

Each country has an out-pile program on

sodium boiling, mechanical loads, sodium

fuel interactions etc.



4.3.1 Whole core loss-of-flov accident vithout Scram 29
Problem areas

-Voiding dynamics in subassemblies
(radial and axial power gradients)

- film dry-out and revetting of cladding

- clad melting and clad motion
(fission gas release)

fuel melting and fuel movement after
melting of clad (fission gas release)

core behaviour in late accident phase.
slumping, fuel rearrangement, molten clad
fuel sodium interactions, multiple
bursts (criticalities)

Experimental Heeds

'out-pile boiling experiments in
small and large bundles

Power transients during the boiling
process must be simulated

Confirmatory in-:pile experiments required

small scale phenomenological tests in
small bundles performed in-pile and out-
pile
reactivity effects should be measured
.(improved criticality measurements (O)

small asale phenomenologicnl out-pile and
in-pile tests as well as confirmatory in-pile
subassembly experiments, with good simulation
of actual power transients

The needs are presently not well defined (6)

affected by power transients caused by

reactivity effects due to coolant, clad

and fuel motion (autocatalitic effects)

4.3.2 Whole core loss-of-flov accident without scram

In-plle facility implications

Prototypical LMFBR fuel specifi-
cations (enrichment, geometry,
thermohydraulics, burn-up)

Experiments with small up to large
subassemblies required, simulation
of radial power gradient

Fast flux or at least flat radial
power shape (neutron filtering)
(2), (f»)

Measurement of reactivity effects
caused by coolant-clad- and fuel
motion (Prototypic criticality mea-
surements) (6)

- Simulate actual power transient
as they occur during real accident-
influence of feedbacks caused by

coolant, clad and fuel motion
(autocalitic effects)

Requirements for last item not
defined yet

USA
(65

Existing facilities

5 " (2)
FRG
(DeBeNetux)

(1)
France Italy

(3)
UK
(5)

TREAT partly covers
the requirements for
1 pin experiments and
to some extent for 7
pin experiments

Not covered are:

- bundles with v 7 pins
in fast flux (actual
radial power profile)

- Simulation of actual
power transients
as caused by feedback
reactivities

- requirements for last
item (fuel rearrange-
ment, multiple bursts)

- Preliminary results from Scarabee-
programme

- CABRI programme will cover the
requirements:
for 1 pin experiments and to some
extent for 7 pin experiments
(including fresh and irradiated
test pins with LKFBR specifications)

- Simulation of actual power transients
as they occur during the accident is
planned

Not covered:

- bundles with 7 pins in fast flux
(actual radial power profile)

- requirements for last item

Experiments are anti- No UK-facility
cipated in in-pile
loops of PEC-reactor

but participation
in Scarabee 1-7 pin
programme. In addi-
tion participation
in CABRI-programme
is expected

Japan

Partly covered

& s . . .
participation
in CABRI-
programme



4.4.1 Transient Overpower accident without Scram

Problem areas Experimental needs

30
Facility implications

Fuel motion prior to failure
Fuel failure threshold

Failure characterization:
(type and location)

pressure build-up in fuel
(equation of state)

incoherence of fuel failures in
bundles

Fuel motion right after failure
(within fuel rod and into coolant
channel)

Interaction of fuel with coolant

Motion of fuel within coolant-
channel (fuel/gas/sodium dynamics)
- fuel sweep out, fuel moving in

partially voided channels

Final disposition of fuel, if
no prompt burst is followed

Fuel and core behaviour if
prompt burst (Bethe-Tait)
follows

Fast flux spectrum for large
bundles (>7 pins)

Test loops for LMFBR-prototypical
test pins (geometry, enrichment,
burn-up, PuO

-in-pile experiments with small (1*7 pin)
bundles as well as confirmatory tests with
£37 (2) or even 91 to 217 pins (6>

- The large bundle sizes are required to find
effects of any non-prototypic condensation
in small bundles W

- prototypic LIfFBK-specifications (enrichment,
geometry, burn-up)

- Simulation ofrealistic power transients taking - Some steady state operation
into account feedback effets (fuel, clad, before power transient for
coolant) preconditioning of the fuel

- fast flux to have realistic radial power profiles- Programmed power transient to
simulate realistic conditions

- Preconditioning of fuel test pins

- not well defined yet; may well require a nearly-,,
integral experiment (at least one subassembly) * '

- Probably substantial work could be done out-pile

4.4.2 Transient overpower accident without scram

Existing facilities

(6)
USA

present TREAT experiments

cover a small part of the
requirements:

Not covered:

tMFBR-prototypical bundles
with ̂ , 7 pins

fast flux spectrum, flat
radial power profile

preconditioning of fuel

feedback effects on power
transient

last two items of problem
area list

FRG
(2) (3)

France
(3)

Italy UK
(5) (4)

Japan

Planned CABRI-programme will cover
the requirements for 1 pin-experi-
ments (preconditioning about 1 hour
not clear whether sufficient)

Not covered:
LMFBR prototypical bundles with ̂ ,7 pins
fast flux spectrum, flat radial power
profile
last two items of problem area list
(no programme defined yet)

No in-pile programme
planned. Partly cove-
red by out-pile
programme

No UK- fattly covered:
facility, by planned
but partici- participation
pation in
CABRI-
programme
expected

in CABRI-
programme



A.5.1 Prompt burst 01? very severe TOP-experiments 31

Problem areas Experimental needs Facility implications

role of fission gas and solid
fission products for fuel ex-
pansion and EQS

Potential of efficient MFCI under
millisecond period conditions

characterization of fuel vapor
bubble expansion and transport
of radioactive material

characterization of structural
response load

{" -destructive testing of small bundles in msec
! range

-LMFBR-prototypical fuel (geometry, enrich-
men t, burn-up)

-out-pile experiments may be sufficient in the
beginning, later in-pile experiments (not well
defined)

-out-pile explosion experiments in small
scale models

-very fast power transients in
msec range to simulate condi-
tions during Bethe-Tait excursior

-capability to test I..MFBR--
typical fuel rods

Post Accident Heat Removal

- in place coolability of post
accident debris
- within core region
- within vessel
- within exvessel retention system

(core catcher)

-out-pile phenotnenological tests and low
power in-pile tests (not well defined yet)

capability to simulate low power
conditions over sufficient time

fuel debris should be cooled
under realistic post accident
conditions

4.5.2 Existing facilities

(6) (2)

USA

PFB-Facility could
be used for msec
range power excursions

FRG

(1)

France

CABRI-Facility covers a certain
range of very fast transients
(5 to 10 msec periods)

out-pile experiments to deter-
mine EQS by laser technique

(3)

Italy

no programme ?

<5)

UK

VIPER-Facility:
small fuel
sample is sub-
jected to very
fast transient

(4>
Japan

Covered by
participation
in CAERI pro-
gramme

out-pile expe
riments to
determine
FQS by laser
technique



5. Conclusions

The problem areas which cannot be covered by experimental programmes

in presently existing test reactors can clearly be determined from

the above tables 4.1.1 to 4.5.2. These areas are different for the

six different countries. But there exists a clear lack of testing

capability for all countries mainly in the area of whole core

accidents (whole core loss of flow and transient overpower accident

chains).

The ideal set of testing facilities able to cover all future

requirements for prototypical safety tests is characterized in the

UK-paper by Dr. W.H. Hannum (6). The test facilities should have:

1. A hard spectrum

2. Allow testing of up to seven full fuel assemblies

3. Be capable of "long-term" steady-state operation and high

energy bursts. In addition, be capable of bursts from high

level, steady-state powers.

4. Be capable of testing fuels of normal enrichment through the

full range of requirements.

5. Provide for bursts on a range of reactor periods as short as

1-2 msec and up to very slow power rises simulating a few cents/

sec reactivity addition rates.

6. Be capable of intermediate (vlO%) and low (~1Z) power steady-

state operation. In addition be capable of operating at these

power levels in a decaying fashion following high energy bursts

as well as after periods of steady-state operation.

7. Provide for the measurement of fuel motion (e.g., hodoscope)

It is also stated in (6) that not all these requirements can be

met by only one facility. However, different facilities are likely

to meet the requirements.

In the US-paper (6) it is proposed to use a combination of the PBF-

facility and a new fast spectrum transient overpower test facility

to cover the main requirements for R&D-vork in the whole core

accident field.

Conclusions which are rather similar, but not as detailed are

given in the FRG (2) and UK (5) paper-.- D. Jakeman (5) gives the

following general remarks and principles for the intended role

of a new safety test facility:

a ) Although the facility will cover areas which cannot be

adequately covered by other test facilities it is not a

suitable vehicle for identifying and understanding mecha-

nisms nor is it likely to provide the quantitative informa-

tion obtained from smaller rigs. Rather it would be used as

a final demonstration that the mechanisms are understood and

are predictable.

b ) The number of tests which could be mounted would be quite

small since it would take some months to disassemble and

mount new tests. It would have to be demonstrated that each

particular test would have a significant or crucial impact in

establishing basic safety philosophy

c ) The facility would be instrumented to obtain the maximum

information on the outcome of the incident but, equally

important, candidate reactor instruments would be installed

to assess the primary and back-up shut down points from

signals observed throughout the transient.

d ) Consideration would be given to measuring reactivity changes

and using these to modify the power level in order to simulate

as far as possible the development of an excursion in a power reactor

e ) It should be remembered that the design of fuel pins, and the

overall reactor design will be evolving over the next decade

or so and that it is not certain to what extent there will be

common features to be examined in any scheduled programme.

The Italian paper (4) mentions a certain necessity of a new fast

spectrum transient test facility and recommends a careful discussion

of all aspects before making any decision.

In the French paper (1) F Justin concludes that for the moment

it is not clear whether such very fast burst experiments are

absolutely necessary.

The author of the Japanese (3) paper states that before any

recommendations are given, a closer examination of the capabilities

of new test facilities and their technical feasibility should be

made.

In table 5 the main conclusions of all papers are listed for

comparison. It represents best the conclusion of this evaluation.
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List of

USA <6>

New fast flux transient
test facility under
serious discussion.
Studies underway.
Facility should have:
- flux spectrum suffi-
ciently hard to enable
small scale tests on
fully prototypical LMFBR
pins and enable larger
scale tests without com-
promising the understan-
ding of basic phenomena
-test hole should have
capability to be varied
between 7 pin and 7 sub-
assembly space require-
ments (last requirement
for debris studies; not
veil defined at moment)
-low power operation
over long time for decay
heat simulation (PAJ1R)
-very short power tran-
sients should be cove-
red by experiments in PBF

Remaining problem:

• • •
Fuel preconditioning?
(in first phase explo-
ratory tests in TREAT
or PBF)

conclusions (recommendat

New improved test
facility recommen-
ded:
-flux spectrum similar
to that of fast reactor
to ensure flat radial
power profile
-capability to set-up
as many initial condi-
tions as possible to
simulate nominal reac-
tor operation prior to
transients
-flexibility to simu-
late a large range of
power excursions and
flow coast down condi-
tions
-adequate instrumen-
tation
-test loop conditions
should be I.MFBR speci-
fic
-PAI'R requirements not
discussed

Remark: because of high
costs international
cooperation essential

ions)

FRG<2>

New TOP-facility
needed after I98o
-flux spectrum: fast
or as hard as possi-
ble for flat radial
power distribution in
bundles
-LMFBR specific fuel
specifications (en-
richment etc.)
-test hole for bundles
37 fuel rods

-capability to start
from steady state ope-
ration
-adequate instrumen-
tation (neutron hodos-
cope)
-energy input during
transient starting from
steady state 1,9-2,4 KJ/
gr fuel
-minimum power period
5 msec

-PAHR requirements not
discussed yet

-Studies recommended
whether programme on
local blockage inci-
dents is fully covered
by existing facilities

Remark: because of high
costs international
cooperation essential

France^

-TOP bundle
testing not
covered by
CABRI-progr.

Whether a new
facility is
i.eeded is not
clear at the
moment; but a
future need i:
not excluded

^} A X11? v* ̂^ ** • « ̂  ̂ * ̂» ̂ H
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ments not dis-

cussed

Italy(3>

New facility
of interest.
However,
doubty whether
a new facility
could deliver
all results
needed (cost
benefit problem)

Japan <*>

Before any recommen-
dations are made, a
closer examination on
capabilities and
technical feasibili-
ties should be made on:
-capability of carry-
in?, out core destruc-
tive tests (I.OF and
TOP) on a full or
partical core scale
-Monitoring transient
fuel motion in multi*-
pin experiments
(hodoscope)
-capability of accom-
modating full length
pins for confirmatory
tests (LMFBR-specifi-
cations)
-capability for a multi-
assembly test in epi-
thermal flux for
fuel failure propa-
gation

Remark: because of high
costs international
cooperation essential
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(J) F. Justin, CEA:

Evaluation of the need for a test facility to investigate

fuel failure in a fast reactor incident

DSN/SESP/74-182

(2) G." Kessler, GfK Karlsruhe:

The need of second generation test facilities for transient

overpower and loss-of-cooling experiments

(3) G. Cicogniani:

Italian Safety Philosophy and evaluation of present effort

and future needs for investigating LMFBR fuel failure

mechanisms

RVP-PEL (74) I

(4) 0. Kawaguchi, PNC:

A preliminary program plan of transient in-pile fuel test for

large LMFBR and a review of the requirements of the test facility

(5) D. Jakeman, UKAEA:

Evaluation of experimental programmes to investigate fuel failure

arising from fast reactor incidents

(6) W.H. Hannum, IISAEC:

Evaluation of the need for new Safety Testing Facilities to study

fuel failures under loss-of-flow and transient overpower conditions

The scope covered by the Nuclear Data Section (NDS) is gradually

expanding from fission reactor design to the whole nuclear fuel

cycle and to fusion reactors. This is reflected in past and future

meetings, held by the Nuclear Data Section.

The Panel on Fission Product Nuclear Data (FPND), convened at
Bologna from 26 to 30 November 1973, was successful in stimulating
joint cooperation between the United Kingdom, Prance and the USA
and between Korea and Japan on FPND measurements and evaluations
and to increase emphasis on nuclear data aspects of the decay heat
problem. The proceedings have been finished and are currently
being distributed in three volumes. It is planned to review the
progress in the PPND field at a follow-up meeting on PPND in the
first half of 1977.

Responding particularly to the increasingly important waste

management problem, a meeting of a similar type is being convened

in the fall of this year on the applications, status and require-

ments of Transactinium Isotope Nuclear Data. The meeting will

probably be held at Karlsruhe from 3 to 7 November 1975*

Together with the International Center for Theoretical Physics

at Trieste, a Consultants meeting will be held on the use of nuclear

theory in neutron nuclear data evaluation at Trieste from 8 to 12

December 1975* The main objectives of this meeting will be to review

the status of nuclear models and theories currently applied in the

evaluation of nuclear data and to discuss necessary improvements

which may be dealt with by future workshops at ICTP Trieste.

Together with OECD NEA, IAEA is convening a meeting on sensitivity
studies and calculational methods for shielding in October this year,
probably at NEA headquarters. Depending on the needs expressed by
this meeting, it is planned to convene a meeting on nuclear data for
shielding in 1976.

Together with the Seibersdorf Physics Section and the Nuclear
Power and Reactor Division, NDS is pursuing the improvement of neutron
cross sections for reactor neutron dosimetry and planning to develop a
foil and data service for inpile neutron flux measurements in developing
countries. Within this context, NDS will hold a Consultants meeting
on Integral Cross Section Measurements in Standard Neutron Fields for
Reactor Dosimetry in 1976.
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Much effort is still going on in improving the accuracy

of neutron standard cross sections such as °Li(n,oc). It is

therefore planned to review the status of this data basically

to fission and fusion cross sections, at a third specialists

meeting on nuclear standard reference data in the fall of 1976.

Other activities of the NDS of interest to the committee

comprise the annual publication of the WRENDA (Nuclear Data Request

List) and of the CINDA handbook. The 1975 editions of both of these

are just under preparation. Also in 1974t NDS has published a hand-

book on nuclear activation cross sections which comprises neutron,

charged particle and photonuclear activation cross section data.
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Appendix 14 List of Meetings Sponsored by the IWGFRs

1. Consultants' Meeting on Past Reactor Problems (March 1967, Vienna)

2. The First Meeting of the IWGFR (March 1968, Vienna)

3. SM on Sodium-Water Reactions (November 1968, ANL, USA)

4. The Second Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (March 1969, Vienna)

5. International Conference on Fast Reactor Irradiation Testing
(April 1969, Dounreay, UK)

6. International Conference on Physics of Fast Reactor Operation and Design
(June 1969, London, UK)

7. SM on Plutonium Alpha (June-July 1969, Winfrith, UK)

8. SM on Core Instrumentation for Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactors (October I969,
Karlsruhe, Fed. Rep. of Germany)

9. The Third Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (March 1970, Cadarache, France)

10. SM on Sodium Vapour Control (March 1970, Cadarache, France)

11. IAEA Symposium on Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor Engineering (March 1970,
Monaco)

12. SM on Failure Cladding Detection(October 1970, Cadarache, France)

13. SM on Fast Reactor Spectrum Measurements and Their Interpretation
(November I970, ANL, USA)

14. SM on Operational Safety of Sodium Circuits (March 1971, Risley, UK)

15. The 4th Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (May 1971, Vienna)

16. SM on Sodium-Water Reactions (May 1971, Melekess, USSR)

17. 4th Geneva Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (September 1971>
Geneva, Switzerland)

18. SM on Fission and Corrosion Products Behaviour in Primary Systems of LMFBRs
(September 1971, Bensberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany)

19. The 5th Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (19-21 April 1972, Vienna)

20. SM on Handling and Transportation of LMFBR Spent Fuel Elements (April 1972,
Rome,Italy)

21. SM on Sodium Fires (Sodium Combustion and its Extinguishment - Techniques
and Technology), (May 1972, Richland, USA)

22. Conference on Engineering of Fast Reactors for Safe and Reliable Operation
(9 - 13 October 1972, Karlsruhe, Fed. Rep. of Germany)

23. SM on Sodium Impurity Measurements and Control (14 - 17 November 1972,
Cadarache, France)

24. SM on Decontamination of Plant Components from Sodium and Radioactivity
(9 - 12 April 1973, Dounreay, UK)

25. The 6th Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (9 - 11 May 1973, Vienna)

26. SM on Development and Application of Absorber Materials for Fast
Reactors ( 4 - 8 June 1973, Dimitrovgrad, USSR)

27. IAEA Symposium on Fuel and Fuel Elements for Fast Reactors
( 2 - 6 July 1973, Brussels, Belgium)

28. Symposium on Physics of Fast Reactors (16 - 23 October 1973, Tokyo, Japan)

29. IAEA Panel on Hot-Channel Factor Calculations (22 - 24 November 1975»
Karlsruhe, Fed. Rep. of Germany)

30. Conference on Fast Reactor Power Stations (11 - 14 March 1974, London, UK)

31. The Seventh Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (18 - 20 March I974, Winfrith, UK)

32. SM on Handling of the Design for and Mitigation of Thermal Transients
in LMFB Plants (17 - 21 June 1974, Canoga Park, USA)

33. SM on Operating Experience and Design Criteria of Sodium' Valves
(23-27 September 1974, Richland, USA)

34. IAEA Study Group on Steam Generators for LMPBRs (14 - 17 October 1974t
Bensberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany)

35. The Eighth Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (15 - 18 April 1975, Vienna)
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held in the Period after the 8th Annual Group
Meeting (from April I975 through 1977)

Appendix 16 International Working Group on Past Reactors.
List of Members.
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MEMBERS ALTERNATES

Jan. Feb.

1975

1976

1977

March

4, 5

April

1

6

9

May

2

7

June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

3

8

1. SM on the Reliability of Decay Heat Removal Systems for Fast Reactors
(Harwell, UK, 28 April - 1 May 1975)

2. SM on Fuel Failure Mechanisms (Seattle, Washington, 12 - 16 May 1975)

3 SM on Fission and Corrosion Product Behaviour in Primary Circuits of LMFBRs

(Dimitrovgrad, USSR, 8-11 September 1975)

FRANCE

Mr. L. Vautrey
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
CEN de Saclay
Boite Pos ta le Ho.2
F-9II90 Gif-sur-Yvette

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

J r . U. Daunert
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